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II
(Non-legislative acts)

REGULATIONS
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2018/1974
of 14 December 2018
amending Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 laying down technical requirements and administrative
procedures related to civil aviation aircrew pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the
European Parliament and of the Council
(Text with EEA relevance)
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2018 on
common rules in the field of civil aviation and establishing a European Union Aviation Safety Agency, and amending
Regulations (EC) No 2111/2005, (EC) No 1008/2008, (EU) No 996/2010, (EU) No 376/2014 and Directives
2014/30/EU and 2014/53/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Regulation (EC)
No 552/2004 and (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council and Council Regulation (EEC)
No 3922/91 (1), and in particular Article 23 thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 (2) lays down technical requirements for the certification of flight
simulation training devices, the certification of pilots involved in the operation of certain aircraft, and the certifi
cation of persons and organisations involved in the pilot training, testing and checking.

(2)

Since the last decade, aeroplane upset or loss of control have been identified among the major risk factors that
could lead to fatal accidents in commercial air transport operations and its prevention became a strategic priority
in Europe (3) and at a global level. This included new training requirements to better prepare pilots for adverse
situations of aircraft upset and loss of control.

(3)

By Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/445 (4), the existing training requirements for commercial pilots were
updated to include upset prevention and recovery training (UPRT) as a mandatory constituent of the theoretical
knowledge of pilots. Further detailed training elements and training objectives are needed to improve pilot
competencies for both prevention of and recovery from aeroplane upsets that can lead to a loss of control and,
eventually, to a fatal accident.

(4)

UPRT needs to be integrated at various stages of a professional pilot's career and should be reflected in the
privileges stated in the individual pilot licence. A well-developed and well-maintained competence of professional

(1) Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2018 on common rules in the field of civil aviation
and establishing a European Union Aviation Safety Agency, and amending Regulations (EC) No 2111/2005, (EC) No 1008/2008, (EU)
No 996/2010, (EU) No 376/2014 and Directives 2014/30/EU and 2014/53/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, and
repealing Regulations (EC) No 552/2004 and (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council and Council Regulation
(EEC) No 3922/91 (OJ L 212, 22.8.2018, p. 1).
(2) Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 of 3 November 2011 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures
related to civil aviation aircrew pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 311,
25.11.2011, p. 1).
(3) European Plan for Aviation Safety 2018-2022, pt. 5.3.1, p. 33.
(4) Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/445 of 17 March 2015 amending Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 as regards technical requirements
and administrative procedures related to civil aviation aircrew (OJ L 74, 18.3.2015, p. 1).
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pilots in upset prevention and recovery should be ensured. UPRT should become a mandatory part of the
multi-crew pilot licence (MPL) training course and the integrated training course for airline transport pilots for
aeroplanes (ATP(A)) and a training course for a commercial pilot licence for aeroplanes (CPL(A)) as well as for
class and type-ratings for single-pilot aeroplanes operated in multi-pilot operations, single-pilot non-high-per
formance complex, high-performance complex aeroplanes and multi-pilot aeroplanes ratings. In order to allow
pilots to develop advanced competencies in upset prevention and recovery, the relevant training course should
include related air exercises in an aeroplane.
(5)

Further to the introduction of the new course related to the development of advanced pilot competencies in
upset prevention and recovery, the requirements for instructor certificates should be revised in order to ensure
that persons instructing on this course are appropriately qualified.

(6)

This Regulation reflects the provisions adopted by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) in 2014
on UPRT for multi-crew pilot licences and for multi-pilot aeroplane type ratings through the amendment to
Annex 1 to the Chicago Convention on Personnel Licensing.

(7)

It is in the interest of aviation safety that the new UPRT elements should be implemented as soon as possible.
Transitional provisions should be put in place to allow training courses that have started before these
UPRT-related amendments to the requirements on pilot training become effective, to be completed without any
further adaptation. In this context, it should be considered that pilots flying for commercial air operators in
accordance with Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 (1) need to undergo regular operator training which
already today contains UPRT elements. Additionally, pilot training organisations should be given a transitional
period to adapt their training programmes to comply with the new UPRT requirements. At the end of that
transitional period, all relevant training courses should be conducted in accordance with the new UPRT
requirements.

(8)

Negotiations between the Union and certain third countries are currently still ongoing, including on the
conversion of pilot licences and associated medical certificates. In order to ensure that Member States may
continue to recognise third country licences and medical certificates for an interim period in light of those
negotiations, it is necessary to prolong the period during which Member States may decide not to apply the
provisions of Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 in their territory to pilots holding a licence and associated medical
certificate issued by a third country involved in the non-commercial operation of certain aircraft.

(9)

The European Union Aviation Safety Agency submitted draft implementing rules to the European Commission
together with its Opinion No 06/2017.

(10)

The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established by
Article 127 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 is amended as follows:
(1) after Article 4a, the following Article 4b is inserted:
‘Article 4b
Upset prevention and recovery training
1.
Upset prevention and recovery training shall become a mandatory part of a training course for a multi-crew
pilot licence (MPL), an integrated training course for airline transport pilots for aeroplanes (ATP(A)), a training
course for a commercial pilot licence for aeroplanes (CPL(A)) and training courses for a class or type rating for:
(a) single-pilot aeroplanes operated in multi-pilot operations;
(b) single-pilot non-high-performance complex aeroplanes;
(c) single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes; or
(d) multi-pilot aeroplanes;
in accordance with Annex I (Part-FCL).
(1) Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 of 5 October 2012 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures
related to air operations pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 296,
25.10.2012, p. 1).
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2.
For training courses referred to in paragraph 1 that commence before 20 December 2019 at an approved
training organisation (ATO), upset prevention and recovery training shall not be mandatory provided that:
(a) CPL(A), ATP(A) or MPL training course is otherwise completed in accordance with Annex I (Part-FCL) and the
skill test is completed in compliance with points FCL.320 (CPL), FCL.620 (IR) or FCL.415.A (MPL) of Annex I
(Part-FCL) by 20 December 2021 at the latest; or
(b) class or type rating training course for the aeroplanes is otherwise completed in accordance with Annex I
(Part-FCL) and the skill test is completed in compliance with the second subparagraph of paragraph (c) of
point FCL.725 of Annex I (Part-FCL) to this Regulation by 20 December 2021 at the latest.
For the purpose of paragraph 1, the competent authority may on its own assessment and pursuant to a recommen
dation from an ATO give credit for any upset prevention and recovery training completed before 20 December
2019 under national training requirements.’;
(2) in Article 12, paragraph 4 is replaced by the following:
‘4.
By way of derogation from paragraph 1, Member States may decide not to apply the provisions of this
Regulation until 20 June 2020, to pilots holding a licence and associated medical certificate issued by a third
country involved in the non-commercial operation of aircraft as specified in Article 2(1)(b), points (i) or (ii), of
Regulation (EU) 2018/1139. Member States shall make those decisions publicly available.’;
(3) Article 12, paragraph 8, is replaced by the following:
‘8.
By way of derogation from paragraph 1, point FCL.315.A, the second sentence of paragraph (a) of
point FCL.410.A and paragraph (c) of point FCL.725.A of Annex I (Part-FCL) shall apply from 20 December 2019.’;
(4) Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 is amended in accordance with the Annex to this Regulation.
Article 2
This Regulation shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the
European Union.
However:
(a) Article 1(1) shall apply from 20 December 2019.
(b) Article 1(4) shall apply from 20 December 2019.
(c) Notwithstanding point (b) above, points (2), (4), (5) and (12) of the Annex to this Regulation shall apply from
31 January 2022.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, 14 December 2018.
For the Commission
Violeta BULC

Member of the Commission
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ANNEX

Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 (Part-FCL) is amended as follows:
(1)

Point FCL.010 is amended as follows:
(a) the introductory sentence is replaced by the following:
‘For the purposes of this Annex (Part-FCL), the following definitions shall apply:’;
(b) a new definition of ‘Accessible’ is inserted before the definition of ‘Aerobatic flight’ as follows:
‘“Accessible” means that a device can be used by:
— the approved training organisation (ATO) under whose approval a training course for a class or type rating
is being conducted; or
— the examiner conducting the assessment of competence, skill test or proficiency check for the purpose of
assessing, testing or checking.’;
(c) the definition of ‘Aerobatic flight’ is replaced by the following:
‘“Aerobatic flight” means an intentional manoeuvre involving an abrupt change in an aircraft's attitude, an
abnormal attitude, or abnormal acceleration, not necessary for normal flight or for instruction for licences,
certificates, or ratings other than the aerobatic rating.’;
(d) After the definition of ‘Aeroplane required to be operated with a co-pilot’, a new definition of ‘Aeroplane upset
prevention and recovery training’ is inserted as follows:
‘“Aeroplane upset prevention and recovery training” (UPRT) means training consisting of:
— aeroplane upset prevention training: a combination of theoretical knowledge and flying training with the
aim of providing flight crew with the required competencies to prevent aeroplane upsets; and
— aeroplane upset recovery training: a combination of theoretical knowledge and flying training with the aim
of providing flight crew with the required competencies to recover from aeroplane upsets.’;
(e) After the definition of ‘Airship’, a new definition of ‘Available FSTD’ is inserted as follows:
‘‘Available FSTD’ means any flight simulation training device (FSTD) that is vacant for use of the FSTD
operator or of the customer irrespective of any time considerations.’;

(2)

Point FCL.310 is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.310 CPL — Theoretical knowledge examinations
Applicants for the issue of a CPL shall demonstrate a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted in
the following subjects:
(a) air law;
(b) aircraft general knowledge — airframe/systems/power plant;
(c) aircraft general knowledge — instrumentation;
(d) mass and balance;
(e) performance;
(f)

flight planning and monitoring;

(g) human performance;
(h) meteorology;
(i)

general navigation;

(j)

radio navigation;

(k) operational procedures;
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principles of flight; and

(m) communications.’;
(3)

Point FCL.410.A is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.410.A MPL – Training course and theoretical knowledge examinations
(a) Course
Applicants for the issue of an MPL shall have completed a training course of theoretical knowledge and flight
instruction at an ATO in accordance with Appendix 5 to this Annex (Part-FCL).
(b) Examination
Applicants for the issue of an MPL shall demonstrate a level of theoretical knowledge appropriate to the
holders of an ATPL(A), in accordance with FCL.515, and to a multi-pilot type rating.’;

(4)

Point FCL.515 is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.515 ATPL — Training course and theoretical knowledge examinations
(a) Course
Applicants for an ATPL shall have completed a training course at an ATO. The course shall be either an
integrated training course or a modular course, in accordance with Appendix 3 to this Annex (Part-FCL).
(b) Examination
Applicants for the issue of an ATPL shall demonstrate a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges
granted in the following subjects:
(1) air law;
(2) aircraft general knowledge — airframe/systems/power plant;
(3) aircraft general knowledge — instrumentation;
(4) mass and balance;
(5) performance;
(6) flight planning and monitoring;
(7) human performance;
(8) meteorology;
(9) general navigation;
(10) radio navigation;
(11) operational procedures;
(12) principles of flight; and
(13) communications.’;

(5)

Point FCL.615 is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.615 IR — Theoretical knowledge and flight instruction
(a) Course
Applicants for an IR shall have completed a course of theoretical knowledge and flight instruction at an ATO.
The course shall be:
(1) an integrated training course which includes training for the IR, in accordance with Appendix 3 to this
Annex (Part-FCL); or
(2) a modular course in accordance with Appendix 6 to this Annex (Part-FCL).
(b) Examination
Applicants shall demonstrate a level of theoretical knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted in the
following subjects:
(1) air law;
(2) aircraft general knowledge — instrumentation;
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(3) flight planning and monitoring;
(4) human performance;
(5) meteorology;
(6) radio navigation; and
(7) communications.’;
(6)

Point FCL.725 paragraph (d) is replaced by the following:
‘(d) An applicant who already holds a type rating for an aircraft type, with the privilege for either single-pilot or
multi-pilot operations, shall be considered to have already fulfilled the theoretical requirements when applying
to add the privilege for the other form of operation on the same aircraft type. Such an applicant shall
complete additional flight training for the other form of operation at an ATO or an AOC holder specifically
authorised for such training by the competent authority. The form of operation shall be entered in the
licence.’

(7)

Point FCL.720.A is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.720.A Experience requirements and prerequisites for the issue of class or type ratings — aeroplanes
Unless otherwise determined in the operational suitability data established in accordance with Annex I (Part-21) to
Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 (OSD), applicants for the issue of a class or type rating shall comply with the
following experience requirements and prerequisites for the issue of the relevant rating:
(a) Single-pilot aeroplanes
Applicants for the issue of a first class or type rating on a single-pilot aeroplane seeking the privilege to
operate the aeroplane in multi-pilot operations shall meet the requirements in points (b)(4) and (b)(5).
Additionally, for:
(1) Single-pilot multi-engine aeroplanes
Applicants for the issue of a first class or type rating on a single-pilot multi-engine aeroplane shall have
completed at least 70 hours as PIC in aeroplanes.
(2) Single-pilot high-performance non-complex aeroplanes
Before starting flight training, applicants for the issue of a class or type rating for a single-pilot aeroplane
classified as a high-performance aeroplane shall:
(i) have at least 200 hours of total flying experience, of which 70 hours as PIC in aeroplanes; and
(ii) comply with one of the following requirements:
(A) hold a certificate of satisfactory completion of a course for additional theoretical knowledge
undertaken at an ATO; or
(B) have passed the ATPL(A) theoretical knowledge examinations in accordance with this Annex
(Part-FCL); or
(C) hold, in addition to a licence issued in accordance with this Annex (Part-FCL), an ATPL(A) or
CPL(A)/IR with theoretical knowledge credit for ATPL(A), issued in accordance with Annex 1 to
the Chicago Convention.
(3) Single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes
Applicants for the issue of a type rating for a complex single-pilot aeroplane classified as a highperformance aeroplane shall, in addition to meeting the requirements in point (2), hold or have held
a single- or multi-engine IR(A), as appropriate and as established in Subpart G and shall meet the
requirements in point (b)(5).
(b) Multi-pilot aeroplanes
Applicants for the issue of the first type rating course for a multi-pilot aeroplane shall be student pilots
currently undergoing training on an MPL training course or comply with the following requirements:
(1) have at least 70 hours of flight experience as PIC in aeroplanes;
(2) hold or have held a multi-engine IR(A);
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(3) have passed the ATPL(A) theoretical knowledge examinations in accordance with this Annex (Part-FCL);
(4) except when the type rating course is combined with an MCC course:
(i)

hold a certificate of satisfactory completion of an MCC course in aeroplanes; or

(ii) hold a certificate of satisfactory completion of MCC in helicopters and have more than 100 hours of
flight experience as pilots of multi-pilot helicopters; or
(iii) have at least 500 hours as pilots of multi-pilot helicopters; or
(iv) have at least 500 hours as pilots in multi-pilot operations on single-pilot multi-engine aeroplanes, in
commercial air transport in accordance with the applicable air operations requirements; and
(5) have completed the training course specified in FCL.745.A.
(c) Notwithstanding point (b), a Member State may issue a type rating with restricted privileges for a multi-pilot
aeroplane that allows holders of such a rating to act as cruise relief co-pilots above Flight Level 200, provided
that two other members of the crew have a type rating in accordance with point (b).
(d) When so determined in the OSD, the exercise of the privileges of a type rating may be initially limited to
flight under the supervision of an instructor. The flight hours under supervision shall be entered in the pilots'
logbook or equivalent record and signed by the instructor. The limitation shall be removed when pilots
demonstrate that the hours of flight under supervision required in the OSD have been completed.’;
(8)

Point FCL.725.A is replaced by the following:
‘FCL.725.A Theoretical knowledge and flight instruction for the issue of class and type ratings —
aeroplanes
Unless otherwise determined in in the operational suitability data established in accordance with Annex I (Part-21)
to Regulation (EU) No 748/2012:
(a) for single-pilot multi-engine aeroplanes:
(1) the theoretical knowledge course for a single-pilot multi-engine class rating shall include at least 7 hours
of instruction in multi-engine aeroplane operations; and
(2) the flight training course for a single-pilot multi-engine class or type rating shall include at least 2 hours
and 30 minutes of dual flight instruction under normal conditions of multi-engine aeroplane operations,
and not less than 3 hours 30 minutes of dual flight instruction in engine failure procedures and
asymmetric flight techniques.
(b) for single-pilot aeroplanes (sea):
(1) the training course for single-pilot aeroplane (sea) ratings shall include theoretical knowledge and flight
instruction; and
(2) the flight training for a class or type rating (sea) for single-pilot aeroplanes (sea) shall include at least
8 hours of dual flight instruction if applicants hold the land version of the relevant class or type rating, or
10 hours if applicants do not hold such a rating; and
(c) for single-pilot non-high-performance complex aeroplanes, single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes
and multi-pilot aeroplanes, the training courses shall include UPRT theoretical knowledge and flight
instruction related to the specificities of the relevant class or type.’;

(9)

A new point FCL.745.A is inserted as follows:
‘FCL.745.A Advanced UPRT course — aeroplanes
(a) The advanced UPRT course shall be completed at an ATO and shall comprise at least:
(1) 5 hours of theoretical knowledge instruction;
(2) preflight briefings and postflight debriefings; and
(3) 3 hours of dual flight instruction with a flight instructor for aeroplanes FI(A) qualified in accordance with
point FCL.915 (e) and consisting of advanced UPRT in an aeroplane qualified for the training task.
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(b) Upon completion of the UPRT course, applicants shall be issued with a certificate of completion by the ATO.’;
(10) Point (b)(1) of point FCL.900 is replaced by the following:
‘(1) The competent authority may issue a specific certificate granting privileges for flight instruction when
compliance with the requirements established in this Subpart is not possible in the case of the introduction
of:
(i) new aircraft in the Member States or in an operator's fleet; or
(ii) new training courses in this Annex (Part-FCL).
Such a certificate shall be limited to the training flights necessary for the introduction of the new type of
aircraft or the new training course and its validity shall not, in any case, exceed 1 year.’;
(11) Point FCL.915 is amended as follows:
‘FCL.915 General prerequisites and requirements for instructors
(a) General
Applicants for the issue of an instructor certificate shall be at least 18 years of age.
(b) Additional requirements for instructors providing flight instruction in aircraft
Applicants for the issue of or holders of an instructor certificate with privileges to conduct flight instruction in
an aircraft shall:
(1) for licence training, hold at least the licence or, in the case of point FCL.900(c), the equivalent licence, for
which flight instruction is to be given;
(2) for a rating training, hold the relevant rating or, in the case of point FCL.900(c), the equivalent rating, for
which flight instruction is to be given;
(3) except in the case of flight test instructors (FTIs), have:
(i) completed at least 15 hours of flight time as pilots of the class or type of aircraft on which flight
instruction is to be given, of which a maximum of 7 hours may be in an FSTD representing the class
or type of aircraft, if applicable; or
(ii) passed an assessment of competence for the relevant category of instructor on that class or type of
aircraft; and
(4) be entitled to act as PIC in the aircraft during such flight instruction.
(c) Credit towards further ratings and for the purpose of revalidation
(1) Applicants for further instructor certificates may be credited with the teaching and learning skills already
demonstrated for the instructor certificate held.
(2) Hours flown as an examiner during skill tests or proficiency checks shall be credited in full towards
revalidation requirements for all instructor certificates held.
(d) Credit for extension to further types shall take into account the relevant elements as defined in the operational
suitability data established in accordance with Annex I (Part-21) to Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 (OSD).
(e) Additional requirements for instructing in a training course in accordance with FCL.745.A:
(1) In addition to (b), before acting as instructors for a training course according to FCL.745.A, holders of an
instructor certificate shall:
(i)

have at least 500 hours of flight time as pilots of aeroplanes, including 200 hours of flight
instruction;

(ii) after complying with the experience requirements in point (e)(1)(i), have completed a UPRT instructor
training course at an ATO, during which the competence of applicants shall have been assessed
continuously; and
(iii) upon completion of the course, have been issued with a certificate of course completion by the ATO,
whose Head of Training (HT) shall have entered the privileges specified in point (e)(1) in the logbook
of the applicants.
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(2) The privileges referred to in point (e)(1) shall only be exercised if instructors have, during the last year,
received refresher training at an ATO during which the competence required to instruct on a course in
accordance with point FCL.745.A is assessed to the satisfaction of the HT.
(3) Instructors holding the privileges specified in point (e)(1) may act as instructors for a course as specified in
point (e)(1)(ii), provided that they:
(i)

have 25 hours of flight instruction experience during training according to FCL745.A;

(ii) have completed an assessment of competence for this privilege; and
(iii) comply with the recency requirements in point (e)(2).
(4) These privileges shall be entered in the logbook of the instructors and signed by the examiner.’;
(12) Appendix 1 is replaced by the following:
‘Appendix 1
Crediting of theoretical knowledge
CREDITING OF THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE IN THE SAME OR ANOTHER CATEGORY OF AIRCRAFT —
BRIDGE INSTRUCTION AND EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS

1.

LAPL, PPL, BPL and SPL

1.1. For the issue of an LAPL, holders of an LAPL in another category of aircraft shall be fully credited with theoretical
knowledge on the common subjects established in FCL.120(a).
1.2. Without prejudice to paragraph 1.1., for the issue of an LAPL, a PPL, a BPL or an SPL, holders of a licence in
another category of aircraft shall receive theoretical knowledge instruction and pass theoretical knowledge
examinations to the appropriate level in the following subjects:
— principles of flight;
— operational procedures;
— flight performance and planning;
— aircraft general knowledge; and
— navigation.
1.3. For the issue of a PPL, a BPL or an SPL, holders of an LAPL in the same category of aircraft shall be credited in full
towards the theoretical knowledge instruction and examination requirements.
1.4. Notwithstanding point 1.2, for the issue of an LAPL(A), holders of an LAPL(S) with TMG extension shall
demonstrate an adequate level of theoretical knowledge for the SEP(land) class in accordance with FCL.135.A(a)(2).
2.

CPL

2.1. Applicants for the issue of a CPL holding a CPL in another category of aircraft shall have received theoretical
knowledge bridge instruction at an ATO on an approved course according to the differences identified between the
CPL syllabi for different aircraft categories.
2.2. Applicants shall pass theoretical knowledge examinations as defined in this Annex (Part-FCL) for the following
subjects in the appropriate aircraft category:
021 — Aircraft general knowledge: airframe and systems, electrics, power plant and emergency equipment;
022 — Aircraft general knowledge: instrumentation;
032/034 — Performance aeroplanes or helicopters, as applicable;
070 — Operational procedures; and
080 — Principles of flight.
2.3. Applicants for the issue of a CPL having passed the relevant theoretical knowledge examinations for an IR in the
same category of aircraft are credited towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in human performance and
meteorology unless they have completed the IR training course in accordance with Appendix 6, Section Aa, to this
Annex (Part-FCL).
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2.4. Applicants for a CPL having passed the relevant theoretical knowledge examinations for an IR or EIR in the same
category of aircraft are credited towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the communications subject.
3.

ATPL

3.1. Applicants for the issue of an ATPL holding an ATPL in another category of aircraft shall have received theoretical
knowledge bridge instruction at an ATO on an approved course according to the differences identified between the
ATPL syllabi for different aircraft categories.
3.2. Applicants shall pass theoretical knowledge examinations as defined in this Annex (Part-FCL) for the following
subjects in the appropriate aircraft category:
021 — Aircraft general knowledge: airframe and systems, electrics, power plant and emergency equipment;
022 — Aircraft general knowledge: instrumentation;
032/034 — Performance aeroplanes or helicopters, as applicable;
070 — Operational procedures; and
080 — Principles of flight.
3.3. Applicants for the issue of an ATPL(A) having passed the relevant theoretical examination for a CPL(A) are credited
towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the subject ‘communications’.
3.4. Applicants for the issue of an ATPL(H) having passed the relevant theoretical examinations for a CPL(H) are
credited towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the following subjects:
— air law;
— principles of flight (helicopter); and
— communications.
3.5. Applicants for the issue of an ATPL(A) having passed the relevant theoretical examination for an IR(A) are credited
towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the subject ‘communications’.
3.6. Applicants for the issue of an ATPL(H) with an IR(H) having passed the relevant theoretical examinations for a
CPL(H) are credited towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the following subjects:
— principles of flight (helicopter); and
— communications.
4.

IR

4.1. Applicants for the issue of an IR or an EIR having passed the relevant theoretical examinations for a CPL in the
same aircraft category are credited towards the theoretical knowledge requirements in the following subjects:
— human performance;
— meteorology; and
— communications.
4.2. Applicants for the issue of an IR(H) having passed the relevant theoretical examinations for an ATPL(H) VFR are
required to pass the following examination subjects:
— air law;
— flight planning and flight monitoring; and
— radio navigation.’;
(13) Appendix 3, Section A is amended as follows:
(a) point (4) is replaced by the following:
‘4. The course shall comprise:
(a) theoretical knowledge instruction to the ATPL(A) knowledge level;
(b) visual and instrument flying training;
(c) training in MCC for the operation of multi-pilot aeroplanes; and
(d) UPRT in accordance with FCL.745.A unless applicants have already completed this training course
before starting the ATP integrated course.’;
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(b) point (5) is replaced by the following:
‘5. Applicants failing or being unable to complete the entire ATP(A) course may apply to the competent
authority for the theoretical knowledge examination and skill test for a licence with lower privileges and
an IR if the applicable requirements are met.’;
(c) point 7 is renamed ‘7.1.’ and a new point (7.2.) is inserted as follows:
‘7.2. The theoretical knowledge instruction in UPRT shall be conducted in accordance with FCL.745.A.’;
(d) point (9) is replaced by the following:
‘9. The flying training, not including type rating training, shall comprise a total of at least 195 hours,
including all progress tests, of which up to 55 hours for the entire course may be instrument ground time.
Within the total of 195 hours, applicants shall complete at least:
(a) 95 hours of dual instruction, of which up to 55 hours may be instrument ground time;
(b) 70 hours as PIC including VFR flight, and instrument flight time as SPIC. The instrument flight time as
SPIC shall only be counted as PIC flight time up to a maximum of 20 hours;
(c) 50 hours of cross-country flight as PIC, including one VFR cross-country flight of at least 540 km
(300 NM), in the course of which full-stop landings at two aerodromes different from the aerodrome
of departure shall be made; and
(d) 5 hours of flight time at night, comprising 3 hours of dual instruction, which shall include at least:
(1) 1 hour of cross-country navigation;
(2) five solo take-offs; and
(3) five solo full-stop landings;
(e) UPRT flight instruction in accordance with FCL.745.A;
(f) 115 hours of instrument time comprising, at least:
(1) 20 hours as SPIC;
(2) 15 hours of MCC, for which an FFS or an FNPT II may be used;
(3) 50 hours of instrument flight instruction, of which up to:
(i) 25 hours may be instrument ground time in an FNPT I; or
(ii) 40 hours may be instrument ground time in an FNPT II, an FTD 2 or an FFS, of which up to
10 hours may be conducted in an FNPT I.
Applicants holding a module completion certificate for the Basic Instrument Flight Module shall be
credited with up to 10 hours towards the required instrument instruction time. Hours done in
a BITD shall not be credited; and
(g) 5 hours in an aeroplane which:
(1) is certificated for the carriage of at least 4 persons; and
(2) has a variable pitch propeller and retractable landing gear.’;
(14) Appendix 5 is amended as follows:
(a) point (7) is replaced by the following:
‘7. An approved MPL theoretical knowledge course shall comprise at least 750 hours of instruction for the
ATPL(A) knowledge level, as well as the hours required for:
(a) theoretical knowledge instruction for the relevant type rating, in accordance with Subpart H; and
(b) UPRT theoretical knowledge instruction in accordance with FCL.745.A.’;
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(b) point (8) is replaced by the following:
‘8. The flying training shall comprise a total of at least 240 hours, composed of hours as PF and PM, in actual
and simulated flight, and covering the following four phases of training:
(a) Phase 1 — Core flying skills
Specific basic single-pilot training in an aeroplane
(b) Phase 2 — Basic
Introduction of multi-crew operations and instrument flight
(c) Phase 3 — Intermediate
Application of multi-crew operations to a multi-engine turbine aeroplane certified as a highperformance aeroplane in accordance with Annex I (Part-21) to Regulation (EU) No 748/2012
(d) Phase 4 — Advanced
Type rating training within an airline-oriented environment.
MCC requirements shall be incorporated into the relevant phases above.
Training in asymmetric flight shall be given either in an aeroplane or an FFS.’
(c) a new point (8a) is inserted as follows:
‘8a. Flight experience in actual flight shall include:
(a) all the experience requirements of Subpart H;
(b) UPRT flight instruction in accordance with FCL.745.A;
(c) aeroplane UPRT exercises related to the specificities of the relevant type in accordance with
FCL.725.A(c);
(d) night flying;
(e) flight solely by reference to instruments; and
(f) the experience required to achieve the relevant airmanship.’;
(15) Appendix 9 is replaced by the following:
‘Appendix 9
Training, skill test and proficiency check for MPL, ATPL, type and class ratings, and proficiency
check for IRs
A. General
1.

Applicants for a skill test shall have received instruction in the same class or type of aircraft to be used in the test.
The training for MPA and PL type ratings shall be conducted in an FFS or in a combination of FSTD(s) and FFS. The
skill test or proficiency check for MPA and PL type ratings and the issue of an ATPL and an MPL, shall be conducted
in an FFS, if available.
The training, skill test or proficiency check for class or type ratings for SPA and helicopters shall be conducted in:
(a) an available and accessible FFS, or
(b) a combination of FSTD(s) and the aircraft if an FFS is not available or accessible; or
(c) the aircraft if no FSTD is available or accessible.
If FSTDs are used during training, testing or checking, the suitability of the FSTDs used shall be verified against the
applicable ‘Table of functions and subjective tests’ and the applicable ‘Table of FSTD validation tests’ contained in
the primary reference document applicable for the device used. All restrictions and limitations indicated on the
device's qualification certificate shall be considered.
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2.

Failure to achieve a pass in all sections of the test in two attempts will require further training.

3.

There is no limit to the number of skill tests that may be attempted.
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CONTENT OF THE TRAINING/SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK

4.

Unless otherwise determined in the operational suitability data established in accordance with Annex I (Part-21) to
Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 (OSD), the syllabus of flight instruction, the skill test and the proficiency check shall
comply with this Appendix. The syllabus, skill test and proficiency check may be reduced to give credit for previous
experience on similar aircraft types, as determined in the OSD.

5.

Except in the case of skill tests for the issue of an ATPL, when so defined in the OSD for the specific aircraft, credit
may be given for skill test items common to other types or variants where the pilots are qualified.

CONDUCT OF THE TEST/CHECK

6.

The examiner may choose between different skill test or proficiency check scenarios containing simulated relevant
operations. Full-flight simulators and other training devices shall be used, as established in this Annex (Part-FCL).

7.

During the proficiency check, the examiner shall verify that holders of the class or type rating maintain an adequate
level of theoretical knowledge.

8.

Should applicants choose to terminate a skill test for reasons considered inadequate by the examiner, they shall
retake the entire skill test. If the test is terminated for reasons considered adequate by the examiner, only those
sections not completed shall be tested in a further flight.

9.

At the discretion of the examiner, any manoeuvre or procedure of the test may be repeated once by the
applicants. The examiner may stop the test at any stage if it is considered that the applicants' demonstration of
flying skill requires a complete retest.

10. Applicants shall be required to fly the aircraft from a position where the PIC or co-pilot functions, as relevant, can
be performed. Under single-pilot conditions, the test shall be performed as if there was no other crew member
present.
11. During preflight preparation for the test, applicants are required to determine power settings and speeds. Applicants
shall indicate to the examiner the checks and duties carried out, including the identification of radio facilities. Checks
shall be completed in accordance with the checklist for the aircraft on which the test is being taken and, if
applicable, with the MCC concept. Performance data for take-off, approach and landing shall be calculated by
applicants in compliance with the operations manual or flight manual for the aircraft used. Decision heights/al
titudes, minimum descent heights/altitudes and missed approach point shall be agreed upon with the examiner.
12. The examiner shall take no part in the operation of the aircraft except where intervention is necessary in the
interests of safety or to avoid unacceptable delay to other traffic.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK FOR MULTI-PILOT AIRCRAFT TYPE
RATINGS, FOR SINGLE-PILOT AEROPLANE TYPE RATINGS WHEN OPERATED IN MULTI-PILOT OPERATIONS,
FOR MPL AND ATPL

13. The skill test for a multi-pilot aircraft or a single-pilot aeroplane when operated in multi-pilot operations shall be
performed in a multi-crew environment. Another applicant or another type rated qualified pilot may function as the
second pilot. If an aircraft is used, the second pilot shall be the examiner or an instructor.
14. Applicants shall operate as PF during all sections of the skill test, except for abnormal and emergency procedures,
which may be conducted as PF or PM in accordance with MCC. Applicants for the initial issue of a multi-pilot
aircraft type rating or ATPL shall also demonstrate the ability to act as PM. Applicants may choose either the
left-hand or the right-hand seat for the skill test if all items can be executed from the selected seat.
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15. The following matters shall be specifically checked by the examiner for applicants for the ATPL or a type rating for
multi-pilot aircraft or for multi-pilot operations in a single-pilot aeroplane extending to the duties of a PIC,
irrespective of whether the applicants act as PF or PM:
(a) managing crew cooperation;
(b) maintaining a general survey of the aircraft operation by appropriate supervision; and
(c) setting priorities and making decisions in accordance with safety aspects and relevant rules and regulations
appropriate to the operational situation, including emergencies.
16. The test or check should be accomplished under IFR, if the IR rating is included, and as far as possible be
accomplished in a simulated commercial air transport environment. An essential element to be checked is the
ability to plan and conduct the flight from routine briefing material.
17. When the type rating course has included less than 2 hours of flight training in the aircraft, the skill test may be
conducted in an FFS and may be completed before the flight training in the aircraft.
The approved flight training shall be performed by a qualified instructor under the responsibility of:
(a) an ATO; or
(b) an organisation holding an AOC issued in accordance with Annex III (Part-ORO) to Regulation (EU)
No 965/2012 and specifically approved for such training; or
(c) the instructor, in cases where no aircraft flight training for SP aircraft at an ATO or AOC holder is approved,
and the aircraft flight training was approved by the applicants' competent authority.
A certificate of completion of the type rating course including the flight training in the aircraft shall be forwarded
to the competent authority before the new type rating is entered in the applicants' licence.
18. For the upset recovery training, ‘stall event’ means either an approach-to-stall or a stall. An FFS can be used by the
ATO to either train recovery from a stall or demonstrate the type-specific characteristics of a stall, or both, provided
that:
(a) the FFS has been qualified in accordance with the special evaluation requirements in CS-FSTD(A); and
(b) the ATO has successfully demonstrated to the competent authority that any negative transfer of training is
mitigated.
B.

Specific requirements for the aeroplane category
PASS MARKS

1.

In the case of single-pilot aeroplanes, with the exception of single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes,
applicants shall pass all sections of the skill test or proficiency check. Failure in any item of a section will cause
applicants to fail the entire section. If they fail only one section, they shall repeat only that section. Failure in more
than one section will require applicants to repeat the entire test or check. Failure in any section in the case of
a retest or recheck, including those sections that have been passed on a previous attempt, will require applicants to
repeat the entire test or check again. For single-pilot multi-engine aeroplanes, Section 6 of the relevant test or check,
addressing asymmetric flight, shall be passed.

2.

In the case of multi-pilot and single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes, applicants shall pass all sections of
the skill test or proficiency check. Failure in more than five items will require applicants to take the entire test or
check again. Applicants failing 5 or fewer items shall take the failed items again. Failure in any item on the retest or
recheck, including those items that have been passed on a previous attempt, will require applicants to repeat the
entire check or test again. Section 6 is not part of the ATPL or MPL skill test. If applicants only fail or do not take
Section 6, the type rating will be issued without CAT II or CAT III privileges. To extend the type rating privileges to
CAT II or CAT III, applicants shall pass the Section 6 on the appropriate type of aircraft.
FLIGHT TEST TOLERANCE

3.

Applicants shall demonstrate the ability to:
(a) operate the aeroplane within its limitations;
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(b) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) maintain control of the aeroplane at all times in such a manner that the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is never in doubt;
(f) understand and apply crew coordination and incapacitation procedures, if applicable; and
(g) communicate effectively with the other crew members, if applicable.
4.

The following limits shall apply, corrected to make allowance for turbulent conditions and the handling qualities
and performance of the aeroplane used:
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Starting a go-around at decision
height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Minimum descent
height/MAPt/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Tracking
On radio aids

± 5°

For ‘angular’ deviations

Half-scale deflection, azimuth and glide path (e.g. LPV, ILS, MLS, GLS)

2D (LNAV) and 3D (LNAV/VNAV)
‘linear’ lateral deviations

cross-track error/deviation shall normally be limited to ± ½ of the RNP
value associated with the procedure. Brief deviations from this standard up
to a maximum of one time the RNP value are allowable.

3D linear vertical deviations (e.g. RNP
APCH (LNAV/VNAV) using
BaroVNAV)

not more than – 75 ft below the vertical profile at any time, and not more
than + 75 ft above the vertical profile at or below 1 000 ft above aero
drome level.

Heading
all engines operating

± 5°

with simulated engine failure

± 10°

Speed
all engines operating

± 5 knots

with simulated engine failure

+ 10 knots/– 5 knots

CONTENT OF THE TRAINING/SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK

5.

Single-pilot aeroplanes, except for high-performance complex aeroplanes
(a) The following symbols mean:
P=

Trained as PIC or co-pilot and as PF and PM

OTD = Other training devices may be used for this exercise
X=

An FFS shall be used for this exercise; otherwise, an aeroplane shall be used if appropriate for the man
oeuvre or procedure

P# =

The training shall be complemented by supervised aeroplane inspection

(b) The practical training shall be conducted at least at the training equipment level shown as (P), or may be
conducted on any higher level of equipment shown by the arrow (——>).
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the training equipment used:
A=

aeroplane

FFS =

full-flight simulator

FSTD = flight simulation training device
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(c) The starred (*) items of Section 3B and, for multi-engine, Section 6, shall be flown solely by reference to
instruments if revalidation/renewal of an IR is included in the skill test or proficiency check. If the starred (*)
items are not flown solely by reference to instruments during the skill test or proficiency check, and when there
is no crediting of IR privileges, the class or type rating will be restricted to VFR only.
(d) Section 3A shall be completed to revalidate a type or multi-engine class rating, VFR only, where the required
experience of 10 route sectors within the previous 12 months has not been completed. Section 3A is not
required if Section 3B is completed.
(e) Where the letter ‘M’ appears in the skill test or proficiency check column, this will indicate a mandatory exercise
or a choice where more than one exercise appears.
(f) An FSTD shall be used for practical training for type or ME class ratings if they form part of an approved class
or type rating course. The following considerations will apply to the approval of the course:
(i)

the qualification of the FSTD as set out in the relevant requirements of Annex VI (Part-ARA) and Annex VII
(Part-ORA);

(ii) the qualifications of the instructors;
(iii) the amount of FSTD training provided on the course; and
(iv) the qualifications and previous experience on similar types of the pilots under training.
(g) If privileges for multi-pilot operation are sought for the first time, pilots holding privileges for single-pilot
operations shall:
(1) complete a bridge course containing manoeuvres and procedures including MCC as well as the exercises of
Section 7 using tthreat and error management (TEM), CRM and human factors at an ATO; and
(2) pass a proficiency check in multi-pilot operations.
(h) If privileges for single-pilot operations are sought for the first time, pilots holding privileges for multi-pilot
operations shall be trained at an ATO and checked for the following additional manoeuvres and procedures in
single-pilot operations:
(1) for SE aeroplanes, 1.6, 4.5, 4.6, 5.2 and, if applicable, one approach from Section 3.B;and
(2) for ME aeroplanes, 1.6, Section 6 and, if applicable, one approach from Section 3.B.
(i) Pilots holding privileges for both single-pilot and multi-pilot operations in accordance with points (g) and (h)
may revalidate privileges for both types of operations by completing a proficiency check in multi-pilot
operations in addition to the exercises referred to in points (h)(1) or (h)(2), as applicable, in single-pilot
operations.
(j) If a skill test or a proficiency check is completed in multi-pilot operations only, the type rating shall be
restricted to multi-pilot operations. The restriction shall be removed when pilots comply with point (h).
(k) The training, testing and checking shall follow the table mentioned below.
(1) Training at an ATO, testing and checking requirements for single-pilot privileges
(2) Training at an ATO, testing and checking requirements for multi-pilot privileges
(3) Training at an ATO, testing and checking requirements for pilots holding single-pilot privileges seeking
multi-pilot privileges for the first time (bridge course)
(4) Training at an ATO, testing and checking requirements for pilots holding multi-pilot privileges seeking
single-pilot privileges for the first time (bridge course)
(5) Training at an ATO and checking requirements for combined revalidation and renewal of single and
multi-pilot privileges

(3)

(4)

(5)

SP

MP

SP → MP (initial)

MP → SP (initial)

SP + MP

Training

Test
ing/checking

Training

Test
ing/checking

Sections
1-6

Sections
1-6

Sections
1-7

Sections
1-7

Training

MCC
CRM

Training, testing and
checking (SE aero
planes)

Training, testing and
checking (ME aero
planes)

Sections
1-7

1.6, 4.5, 4.6, 5.2
and, if applicable,
one approach
from Section 3.B

1.6, Section 6
and, if applicable,
one approach
from Section 3.B

n/a

n/a

n/a

Test
ing/checking

Human factors
SP complex

1-7

SE aeroplanes

ME aeroplanes

MPO:

MPO:

Sections 1-7

Sections 1-7

SPO:

SPO:

1.6, 4.5, 4.6, 5.2
and, if applicable,
one approach from
Section 3.B

1.6, Section 6 and, if
applicable, one ap
proach from Sec
tion 3.B

Training: FCL.740

Training: FCL.740

Check: as for the
revalidation

Check: as for the
revalidation

EN

Initial issue

(2)
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Type of operation

(1)

TEM

1-7

Section 7

SP complex

Renewal

SP complex

n/a

Sections
1–6

1-7

1-7

FCL.740

Sections
1-6

1-7

1-7

n/a

FCL.740

Sections
1–7

Sections
1-6

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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(l) To establish or maintain PBN privileges, one approach shall be an RNP APCH. Where an RNP APCH is not
practicable, it shall be performed in an appropriately equipped FSTD.
TMGs AND SINGLE-PILOT AEROPLANES, EXCEPT FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPLEX AEROPLANES

CLASS OR TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

SECTION 1

1

Departure

1.1

Preflight including:

OTD

— documentation;
— mass and balance;
— weather briefing; and
— NOTAM.
1.2

Pre-start checks

1.2.1

External

OTD

P

M

P

M

P——>

——>

M

P#
1.2.2

Internal

OTD
P#

1.3

Engine starting:
normal malfunctions.

1.4

Taxiing

P——>

——>

M

1.5

Pre-departure checks:

P——>

——>

M

P——>

——>

M

P——>

——>

M

engine run-up (if applicable)
1.6

Take-off procedure:
— normal with flight manual flap settings; and
— crosswind (if conditions are available).

1.7

Climbing:
— Vx/Vy;
— turns onto headings; and
— level off.

1.8

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

M

SECTION 2

2

Airwork (visual meteorological conditions (VMC))

2.1

Straight and level flight at various airspeeds includ
ing flight at critically low airspeed with and with
out flaps (including approach to V Vmca when ap
plicable)

P——>

——>

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPLEX AEROPLANES

Manoeuvres/procedures

L 326/19
CLASS OR TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

2.2

Steep turns (360° left and right at 45° bank)

P——>

——>

M

2.3

Stalls and recovery:

P——>

——>

M

2.4

Handling using autopilot and flight director (may P——>
be conducted in Section 3), if applicable

——>

M

2.5

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

——>

M

P——>

——>

(i)

clean stall;

(ii) approach to stall in descending turn with bank
with approach configuration and power;
(iii) approach to stall in landing configuration and
power; and
(iv) approach to stall, climbing turn with take-off
flap and climb power (single-engine aero
planes only)

SECTION 3A

3A

En route procedures VFR

3A.1

(see B.5 (c) and (d))
Flight plan, dead reckoning and map reading

3A.2

Maintenance of altitude, heading and speed

P——>

——>

3A.3

Orientation, timing and revision of ETAs

P——>

——>

3A.4

Use of radio navigation aids (if applicable)

P——>

——>

3A.5

Flight management (flight log, routine checks in P——>
cluding fuel, systems and icing)

——>

3A.6

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

——>

P——>

——>

SECTION 3B

3B

Instrument flight

3B.1*

Departure IFR

M

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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CLASS OR TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

3B.2*

En route IFR

P——>

——>

M

3B.3*

Holding procedures

P——>

——>

M

3B.4*

3D operations to decision height/altitude (DH/A) P——>
of 200 ft (60 m) or to higher minima if required
by the approach procedure (autopilot may be used
to the final approach segment vertical path inter
cept)

——>

M

3B.5*

2D operations to minimum descent height/altitude P——>
(MDH/A)

——>

M

3B.6*

Flight exercises including simulated failure of the P——>
compass and attitude indicator:

——>

M

— rate 1 turns; and
— recoveries from unusual attitudes.
3B.7*

Failure of localiser or glideslope

P——>

——>

3B.8*

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

——>

M

P——>

——>

M

Intentionally left blank
SECTION 4

4

Arrival and landings

4.1

Aerodrome arrival procedure

4.2

Normal landing

P——>

——>

M

4.3

Flapless landing

P——>

——>

M

4.4

Crosswind landing (if suitable conditions)

P——>

——>

4.5

Approach and landing with idle power from up to P——>
2 000 ft above the runway (single-engine aero
planes only)

——>

4.6

Go-around from minimum height

P——>

——>

4.7

Night go-around and landing (if applicable)

P——>

——>

4.8

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

——>

SECTION 5

5

Abnormal and emergency procedures (This section
may be combined with Sections 1 through 4.)

M

M

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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Manoeuvres/procedures

5.1

Rejected take-off at a reasonable speed

5.2

L 326/21
CLASS OR TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

P——>

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

——>

M

Simulated engine failure after take-off (single-en
gine aeroplanes only)

P

M

5.3

Simulated forced landing without power (single-en
gine aeroplanes only)

P

M

5.4

Simulated emergencies:

P——>

——>

5.5

ME aeroplanes and TMG training only: engine P——>
shutdown and restart (at a safe altitude if per
formed in the aircraft)

——>

5.6

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

(i) fire or smoke in flight; and
(ii) systems' malfunctions as appropriate

SECTION 6

6

Simulated asymmetric flight

6.1*

(This section may be combined with Sections 1
through 5.)

P——>

—>X

M

Simulated engine failure during take-off (at a safe
altitude unless carried out in an FFS or an FNPT II)
6.2*

Asymmetric approach and go-around

P——>

——>

M

6.3*

Asymmetric approach and full-stop landing

P——>

——>

M

6.4

ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

P——>

——>

M

P———>

——>

SECTION 7

7

UPRT

7.1

Flight manoeuvres and procedures

7.1.1

Manual flight with and without flight directors
(no autopilot, no autothrust/autothrottle, and at
different control laws, where applicable)

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

A

7.1.1.1 At different speeds (including slow flight) and alti P———>
tudes within the FSTD training envelope.

——>

7.1.1.2 Steep turns using 45° bank, 180° to 360° left and P———>
right

——>

7.1.1.3 Turns with and without spoilers

P———>

——>

7.1.1.4 Procedural instrument flying and manoeuvring in P———>
cluding instrument departure and arrival, and vi
sual approach

——>

P———>

——>

P

X

7.2

Upset recovery training

7.2.1

Recovery from stall events in:

20.12.2018

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

CLASS OR TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

— take-off configuration;
— clean configuration at low altitude;
— clean configuration near maximum operating
altitude; and
— landing configuration
7.2.2

The following upset exercises:

— recovery from nose-high at various bank an FFS qualified
for the
gles; and
— recovery from nose-low at various bank angles. training task
only

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for this
exercise

7.3

Go-around with all engines operating* from vari P—>
ous stages during an instrument approach

———>

7.4

Rejected landing with all engines operating:

P———>

FFS only

———>

— from various heights below DH/MDH 15 m
(50 ft) above the runway threshold
— after touchdown (baulked landing)
— In aeroplanes which are not certificated as
transport category aeroplanes (JAR/FAR 25) or
as commuter category aeroplanes (SFAR 23),
the rejected landing with all engines operating
shall be initiated below MDH/A or after touch
down.

6.

Multi-pilot aeroplanes and single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes
(a) The following symbols mean:
P=

Trained as PIC or co-pilot and as PF and PM for the issue of a type rating as applicable.

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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OTD = Other training devices may be used for this exercise
X=

An FFS shall be used for this exercise; otherwise an aeroplane shall be used if appropriate for the man
oeuvre or procedure

P# =

The training shall be complemented by supervised aeroplane inspection

(b) The practical training shall be conducted at least at the training equipment level shown as (P), or may be
conducted up to any higher equipment level shown by the arrow (———>).
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the training equipment used:
A=

aeroplane

FFS =

full-flight simulator

FSTD = flight simulation training device
(c) The starred items (*) shall be flown solely by reference to instruments.
(d) Where the letter ‘M’ appears in the skill test or proficiency check column, this will indicate a mandatory
exercise.
(e) An FFS shall be used for practical training and testing if the FFS forms part of an approved type rating course.
The following considerations will apply to the approval of the course:
(i)

the qualifications of the instructors;

(ii) the qualification and the amount of training provided on the course in an FSTD; and
(iii) the qualifications and previous experience on similar types of the pilots under training.
(f) Manoeuvres and procedures shall include MCC for multi-pilot aeroplane and for single-pilot high-performance
complex aeroplanes in multi-pilot operations.
(g) Manoeuvres and procedures shall be conducted in single-pilot role for single-pilot high-performance complex
aeroplanes in single-pilot operations.
(h) In the case of single-pilot high-performance complex aeroplanes, when a skill test or proficiency check is
performed in multi-pilot operations, the type rating shall be restricted to multi-pilot operations. If privileges of
single-pilot are sought, the manoeuvres/procedures in 2.5, 3.8.3.4, 4.4, 5.5 and at least one manoeuvre/pro
cedure from Section 3.4 have to be completed in addition as single-pilot.
(i) In the case of a restricted type rating issued in accordance with FCL.720.A(e), applicants shall fulfil the same
requirements as other applicants for the type rating except for the practical exercises relating to the take-off and
landing phases.
(j) To establish or maintain PBN privileges, one approach shall be an RNP APCH. Where an RNP APCH is not
practicable, it shall be performed in an appropriately equipped FSTD.
MULTI-PILOT AEROPLANES AND SINGLE-PILOT HIGH-PER
FORMANCE COMPLEX AEROPLANES

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

SECTION 1

1

Flight preparation

OTD

1.1.

Performance calculation

P

1.2.

Aeroplane external visual inspection; location of OTD P#
each item and purpose of inspection

P

1.3.

Cockpit inspection

P———>

———>

1.4.

Use of checklist prior to starting engines, start P———>
ing procedures, radio and navigation equipment
check, selection and setting of navigation and
communication frequencies

———>

M

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

A

1.5.

Taxiing in compliance with ATC instructions or P———>
instructions of instructor

———>

1.6.

Before take-off checks

P———>

———>

P———>

———>

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

M

SECTION 2

2

Take-offs

2.1.

Normal take-offs with different flap settings, in
cluding expedited take-off

2.2*

Instrument take-off; transition to instrument P———>
flight is required during rotation or immediately
after becoming airborne

———>

2.3.

Crosswind take-off

P———>

———>

2.4.

Take-off at maximum take-off mass (actual or si P———>
mulated maximum take-off mass)

———>

2.5.

Take-offs with simulated engine failure:

P———>

———>

2.5.1*

shortly after reaching V2

P

X

M FFS only

——>X

M

(In aeroplanes which are not certificated as trans
port category or commuter category aeroplanes,
the engine failure shall not be simulated until
reaching a minimum height of 500 ft above the
runway end. In aeroplanes having the same per
formance as a transport category aeroplane re
garding take-off mass and density altitude, the
instructor may simulate the engine failure
shortly after reaching V2)
2.5.2*

between V1 and V2

2.6.

Rejected take-off at a reasonable speed before P———>
reaching V1

SECTION 3

P———>

——>

3.1.1.

At different speeds (including slow flight) and al P———>
titudes within the FSTD training envelope

——>

3.1.2.

Steep turns using 45° bank, 180° to 360° left P———>
and right

——>

3.1.3.

Turns with and without spoilers

P———>

——>

3.1.4.

Procedural instrument flying and manoeuvring P———>
including instrument departure and arrival, and
visual approach

——>

3

Flight manoeuvres and procedures

3.1.

Manual flight with and without flight directors
(no autopilot, no autothrust/autothrottle, and at
different control laws, where applicable)

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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Manoeuvres/procedures

3.2.
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

A

Tuck under and Mach buffets (if applicable), and P———>
other specific flight characteristics of the aero
plane (e.g. Dutch Roll)

——>X

3.3.

Normal operation of systems and controls engi OTD
neer's panel (if applicable)
P———>

———>

3.4.

Normal and abnormal operations of following
systems:

3.4.0.

Engine (if necessary propeller)

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

FFS only

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for
this exercise

M

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.1.

Pressurisation and air conditioning

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.2.

Pitot/static system

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.3.

Fuel system

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.4.

Electrical system

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.5.

Hydraulic system

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.6.

Flight control and trim system

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.7.

Anti-icing/de-icing system, glare shield heating

OTD

———>

P———>
3.4.8.

Autopilot/flight director

OTD

———>

P———>

M
(single pilot
only)

3.4.9.

Stall warning devices or stall avoidance devices, OTD
and stability augmentation devices
P———>

———>

3.4.10.

Ground proximity warning system, weather ra P———>
dar, radio altimeter, transponder

———>

3.4.11.

Radios, navigation equipment, instruments, FMS OTD

———>

P———>

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed

A mandatory
minimum of
3 abnormal
items shall be
selected
from 3.4.0
to 3.4.14
inclusive
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

3.4.12.

Landing gear and brake

20.12.2018

FSTD

OTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed

———>

P———>
3.4.13.

Slat and flap system

OTD

———>

3.4.14.

Auxiliary power unit (APU)

OTD

———>

P———>
Intentionally left blank
3.6.

Abnormal and emergency procedures:

M

3.6.1.

Fire drills, e.g. engine, APU, cabin, cargo com P———>
partment, flight deck, wing and electrical fires
including evacuation

———>

3.6.2.

Smoke control and removal

P———>

———>

3.6.3.

Engine failures, shutdown and restart at a safe P———>
height

———>

3.6.4.

Fuel dumping (simulated)

P———>

———>

3.6.5.

Wind shear at take-off/landing

P

X

3.6.6.

Simulated cabin pressure failure/emergency des P———>
cent

———>

3.6.7.

Incapacitation of flight crew member

P———>

———>

3.6.8.

Other emergency procedures as outlined in the P———>
appropriate aeroplane flight manual (AFM)

———>

3.6.9.

TCAS event

P———>

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used

OTD

3.7.

Upset recovery training

P

X

3.7.1.

Recovery from stall events in:

FFS
qualified for
the training
task only

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for
this exercise

P

X

— take-off configuration;
— clean configuration at low altitude;
— clean configuration near maximum operating
altitude; and

FFS only

FFS only

— landing configuration.
3.7.2.

The following upset exercises:

— recovery from nose-high at various bank an FFS
gles; and
qualified for
— recovery from nose-low at various bank the training
task only
angles

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for
this exercise

FFS only

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from 3.6.1
to 3.6.9
inclusive
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Manoeuvres/procedures
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

A

3.8.

Instrument flight procedures

3.8.1*

Adherence to departure and arrival routes and P———>
ATC instructions

———>

3.8.2*

Holding procedures

———>

3.8.3*

3D operations to DH/A of 200 ft (60 m) or to
higher minima if required by the approach pro
cedure

P———>

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed

M

Note: According to the AFM, RNP APCH procedures may require the use of autopilot or flight director. The procedure to be flown
manually shall be chosen taking into account such limitations (for example, choose an ILS for 3.8.3.1 in the case of such AFM limita
tion).
3.8.3.1* Manually, without flight director

P———>

———>

M
(skill test
only)

3.8.3.2* Manually, with flight director

P———>

———>

3.8.3.3* With autopilot

P———>

———>

3.8.3.4* Manually, with one engine simulated inoperative; P———>
engine failure has to be simulated during final
approach before passing 1 000 ft above aero
drome level until touchdown or through the
complete missed approach procedure. In aero
planes which are not certificated as transport
category aeroplanes (JAR/FAR 25) or as commu
ter category aeroplanes (SFAR 23), the approach
with simulated engine failure and the ensuing
go-around shall be initiated in conjunction with
the non-precision approach as described
in 3.8.4. The go-around shall be initiated when
reaching the published obstacle clearance
height/altitude (OCH/A); however, not later than
reaching an MDH/A of 500 ft above the runway
threshold elevation. In aeroplanes having the
same performance as a transport category aero
plane regarding take-off mass and density alti
tude, the instructor may simulate the engine fail
ure in accordance with 3.8.3.4.

———>

M

3.8.3.5.* Manually, with one engine simulated inoperative; P———>
engine failure has to be simulated during final
approach after passing the outer marker (OM)
within a distance of not more than 4 NM until
touchdown or through the complete missed ap
proach procedure

———>

M
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

In aeroplanes which are not certificated as trans
port category aeroplanes (JAR/FAR 25) or as
commuter category aeroplanes (SFAR 23), the
approach with simulated engine failure and the
ensuing go-around shall be initiated in conjunc
tion with the non-precision approach as de
scribed in 3.8.4. The go-around shall be initiated
when reaching the published OCH/A; however,
not later than reaching an MDH/A of 500 ft
above the runway threshold elevation. In aero
planes having the same performance as a trans
port category aeroplane regarding take-off mass
and density altitude, the instructor may simulate
the engine failure in accordance with 3.8.3.4.
3.8.4*

2D operations down to the MDH/A

P*—>

———>

3.8.5.

Circling approach under the following condit P*—>
ions:

———>

M

(a)* approach to the authorised minimum cir
cling approach altitude at the aerodrome in
question in accordance with the local instru
ment approach facilities in simulated instru
ment flight conditions;
followed by:
(b) circling approach to another runway at least
90° off centreline from the final approach
used in item (a), at the authorised minimum
circling approach altitude.
Remark: If (a) and (b) are not possible due to
ATC reasons, a simulated low visibility pattern
may be performed.
3.8.6.

Visual approaches

P——>

———>

SECTION 4

4

Missed approach procedures

4.1.

Go-around with all engines operating* during P*—>
a 3D operation on reaching decision height

———>

4.2.

Go-around with all engines operating* from vari P*—>
ous stages during an instrument approach

———>

4.3.

Other missed approach procedures

———>

4.4*

Manual go-around with the critical engine simu P*———>
lated inoperative after an instrument approach
on reaching DH, MDH or MAPt

P*—>

———>

M

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed
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Manoeuvres/procedures

4.5.

Rejected landing with all engines operating:

L 326/29

FSTD

P———>

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed

———>

— from various heights below DH/MDH;
— after touchdown (baulked landing)
In aeroplanes which are not certificated as trans
port category aeroplanes (JAR/FAR 25) or as
commuter category aeroplanes (SFAR 23), the
rejected landing with all engines operating shall
be initiated below MDH/A or after touchdown.
SECTION 5

5

Landings

5.1.

Normal landings* with visual reference estab
lished when reaching DA/H following an instru
ment approach operation

5.2.

Landing with simulated jammed horizontal stabi P———>
liser in any out-of-trim position

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for
this exercise

5.3.

Crosswind landings (aircraft, if practicable)

P———>

———>

5.4.

Traffic pattern and landing without extended or P———>
with partly extended flaps and slats

———>

5.5.

Landing with critical engine simulated inopera P———>
tive

———>

M

5.6.

Landing with two engines inoperative:

X

M

— aeroplanes with three engines: the centre en
gine and one outboard engine as far as prac
ticable according to data of the AFM; and

P

P

FFS only

FFS only
(skill test
only)

— aeroplanes with four engines: two engines at
one side
General remarks:
Special requirements for the extension of a type rating for instrument approaches down to a decision height of less than 200 ft
(60 m), i.e. CAT II/III operations.
SECTION 6

Additional authorisation on a type rating for in
strument approaches down to a DH of less than
60 m (200 ft) (CAT II/III)
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FSTD

A

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

ATPL/MPL/TYPE RATING
SKILL TEST OR PROF. CHECK
Tested or
checked in
FSTD or A

Examiner
initials when
test or check
completed

The following manoeuvres and procedures are
the minimum training requirements to permit
instrument approaches down to a DH of less
than 60 m (200 ft). During the following instru
ment approaches and missed approach proce
dures, all aeroplane equipment required for type
certification of instrument approaches down to
a DH of less than 60 m (200 ft) shall be used.

6.1*

6.2*

Rejected take-off at minimum authorised runway P*———>
visual range (RVR)

——>X

CAT II/III approaches:

P———>

———>

M

P———>

———>

M*

P———>

———>

M

M*

An
aeroplane
shall not be
used for
this exercise

in simulated instrument flight conditions down
to the applicable DH, using flight guidance sys
tem. Standard procedures of crew coordination
(task sharing, call-out procedures, mutual sur
veillance, information exchange and support)
shall be observed.

6.3*

Go-around:
after approaches as indicated in 6.2 on reaching
DH.
The training shall also include a go-around due
to (simulated) insufficient RVR, wind shear, aero
plane deviation in excess of approach limits for
a successful approach, ground/airborne equip
ment failure prior to reaching DH, and goaround with simulated airborne equipment fail
ure.

6.4*

Landing(s):
with visual reference established at DH following
an instrument approach. Depending on the
specific flight guidance system, an automatic
landing shall be performed.

NOTE: CAT II/III operations shall be performed in accordance with the applicable air operations requirements.
7.

Class ratings — sea
Section 6 shall be completed to revalidate a multi-engine class rating sea, VFR only, where the required experience
of 10 route sectors within the previous 12 months has not been completed.
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CLASS RATING SEA

PRACTICAL TRAINING

CLASS RATING SKILL TEST
OR PROFICIENCY CHECK

Manoeuvres/procedures

Instructor's initials when
training completed

Examiner's initials when test
completed

SECTION 1

1

Departure

1.1. Preflight including:
— documentation;
— mass and balance;
— weather briefing; and
— NOTAM.
1.2. Pre-start checks
External/internal
1.3. Engine start-up and shutdown
Normal malfunctions
1.4. Taxiing
1.5. Step taxiing
1.6. Mooring:

Beach
Jetty pier
Buoy

1.7. Engine-off sailing
1.8. Pre-departure checks:
Engine run-up (if applicable)
1.9. Take-off procedure:
— normal with flight manual flap settings; and
— crosswind (if conditions are available).
1.10. Climbing:
— turns onto headings
— level off
1.11. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures
SECTION 2

2

L 326/31

Airwork (VFR)

2.1. Straight and level flight at various airspeeds including
flight at critically low airspeed with and without flaps
(including approach to VMCA when applicable)
2.2. Steep turns (360° left and right at 45° bank)
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CLASS RATING SEA

PRACTICAL TRAINING

CLASS RATING SKILL TEST
OR PROFICIENCY CHECK

Manoeuvres/procedures

Instructor's initials when
training completed

Examiner's initials when test
completed

2.3. Stalls and recovery:
(i) clean stall;
(ii) approach to stall in descending turn with bank
with approach configuration and power;
(iii) approach to stall in landing configuration and
power; and
(iv) approach to stall, climbing turn with take-off
flap and climb power (single-engine aeroplanes
only).
2.4. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures
SECTION 3

3

En route procedures VFR

3.1. Flight plan, dead reckoning and map reading
3.2. Maintenance of altitude, heading and speed
3.3. Orientation, timing and revision of ETAs
3.4. Use of radio navigation aids (if applicable)
3.5. Flight management (flight log, routine checks includ
ing fuel, systems and icing)
3.6. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures
SECTION 4

4

20.12.2018

Arrivals and landings

4.1. Aerodrome arrival procedure (amphibians only)
4.2. Normal landing
4.3. Flapless landing
4.4. Crosswind landing (if suitable conditions)
4.5. Approach and landing with idle power from up to
2 000′ above the water (single-engine aeroplanes
only)
4.6. Go-around from minimum height
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PRACTICAL TRAINING

CLASS RATING SKILL TEST
OR PROFICIENCY CHECK

Manoeuvres/procedures

Instructor's initials when
training completed

Examiner's initials when test
completed

4.7. Glassy water landing
Rough water landing

4.8. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

SECTION 5

5

Abnormal and emergency procedures
(This section may be combined with Sections 1
through 4.)

5.1. Rejected take-off at a reasonable speed

5.2. Simulated engine failure after take-off (single-engine
aeroplanes only)

5.3. Simulated forced landing without power (single-en
gine aeroplanes only)

5.4. Simulated emergencies:
(i) fire or smoke in flight; and
(ii) systems' malfunctions as appropriate.

5.5. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures

SECTION 6

6

L 326/33

Simulated asymmetric flight
(This section may be combined with Sections 1
through 5.)

6.1. Simulated engine failure during take-off (at a safe alti
tude unless carried out in an FFS and an FNPT II)

6.2. Engine shutdown and restart (ME skill test only)

6.3. Asymmetric approach and go-around

6.4. Asymmetric approach and full-stop landing

6.5. ATC liaison — compliance, R/T procedures
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C. Specific requirements for the helicopter category
1.

In the case of skill test or proficiency check for type ratings and the ATPL, applicants shall pass Sections 1 to 4
and 6 (as applicable) of the skill test or proficiency check. Failure in more than five items will require applicants to
repeat the entire test or check. Applicants failing not more than five items shall repeat the failed items. Failure in
any item in the case of a retest or a recheck or failure in any other items already passed will require the applicants
to repeat the entire test or check again. All sections of the skill test or proficiency check shall be completed within
6 months.

2.

In the case of proficiency check for an IR, applicants shall pass Section 5 of the proficiency check. Failure in more
than 3 items will require applicants to repeat the entire Section 5. Applicants failing not more than 3 items shall
repeat the failed items. Failure in any item in the case of a recheck or failure in any other items of Section 5 already
passed will require applicants to repeat the entire check.
FLIGHT TEST TOLERANCE

3.

Applicants shall demonstrate the ability to:
(a) operate the helicopter within its limitations;
(b) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) maintain control of the helicopter at all times in such a manner that the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is never in doubt;
(f) understand and apply crew coordination and incapacitation procedures, if applicable; and
(g) communicate effectively with the other crew members, if applicable.

4.

The following limits shall apply, corrected to make allowance for turbulent conditions and the handling qualities
and performance of the helicopter used.
(a) IFR flight limits
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Starting a go-around at decision
height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Minimum descent
height/MAPt/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Tracking
On radio aids

± 5°

For ‘angular’ deviations

Half-scale deflection, azimuth and glide path (e.g. LPV, ILS, MLS, GLS)

2D (LNAV) and 3D (LNAV/VNAV)
‘linear’ lateral deviations

cross-track error/deviation shall normally be limited to ± ½ of the RNP
value associated with the procedure. Brief deviations from this stand
ard up to a maximum of one time the RNP value are allowable.

3D linear vertical deviations (e.g. RNP
APCH (LNAV/VNAV) using
BaroVNAV)

not more than – 75 ft below the vertical profile at any time, and not
more than + 75 ft above the vertical profile at or below 1 000 ft
above aerodrome level.

Heading
all engines operating

± 5°

with simulated engine failure

± 10°
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Speed
all engines operating

± 5 knots

with simulated engine failure

+ 10 knots/– 5 knots

(b) VFR flight limits
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Heading
Normal operations

± 5°

Abnormal operations/emergencies

± 10°

Speed
Generally

± 10 knots

With simulated engine failure

+ 10 knots/– 5 knots

Ground drift
T.O. hover I.G.E.

± 3 ft

Landing

± 2 ft (with 0 ft rearward or lateral flight)
CONTENT OF THE TRAINING/SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK
GENERAL

5.

The following symbol means:
P

6.

= Trained as PIC for the issue of a type rating for single-pilot helicopters (SPH) or trained as PIC or co-pilot and
as PF and PM for the issue of a type rating for multi pilot helicopters (MPH).

The practical training shall be conducted at least at the training equipment level shown as (P), or may be conducted
up to any higher equipment level shown by the arrow (——>).
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the training equipment used:
FFS =

full-flight simulator

FTD = flight training device
H=

helicopter

7.

The starred items (*) shall be flown in actual or simulated IMC, only by applicants wishing to renew or revalidate an
IR(H) or extend the privileges of that rating to another type.

8.

Instrument flight procedures (Section 5) shall be performed only by applicants wishing to renew or revalidate an
IR(H) or extend the privileges of that rating to another type. An FFS or an FTD 2/3 may be used for this purpose.

9.

Where the letter ‘M’ appears in the skill test or proficiency check column, this will indicate a mandatory exercise.

10. An FSTD shall be used for practical training and testing if the FSTD forms part of a type rating course. The
following considerations will apply to the course:
(a) the qualification of the FSTD as set out in the relevant requirements of Annex VI (Part-ARA) and Annex VII
(Part-ORA);
(b) the qualifications of the instructor and examiner;
(c) the amount of FSTD training provided on the course;
(d) the qualifications and previous experience in similar types of the pilots under training; and
(e) the amount of supervised flying experience provided after the issue of the new type rating.
MULTI-PILOT HELICOPTERS

11. Applicants for the skill test for the issue of the multi-pilot helicopter type rating and ATPL(H) shall pass only
Sections 1 to 4 and, if applicable, Section 6.
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12. Applicants for the revalidation or renewal of the multi-pilot helicopter type rating proficiency check shall pass only
Sections 1 to 4 and, if applicable, Section 6.
SINGLE/MULTI-PILOT HELICOPTERS

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

H

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Checked in
FSTD or H

SECTION 1 — Preflight preparations and checks

1.1

Helicopter exterior visual inspection; location of
each item and purpose of inspection

P

M (if
performed
in the
helicopter)

1.2

Cockpit inspection

P

——>

M

1.3

Starting procedures, radio and navigation equip P
ment check, selection and setting of navigation and
communication frequencies

——>

M

1.4

Taxiing/air taxiing in compliance with ATC instruc P
tions or with instructions of an instructor

——>

M

1.5

Pre-take-off procedures and checks

P

——>

M

M

SECTION 2 — Flight manoeuvres and procedures

2.1

Take-offs (various profiles)

P

——>

2.2

Sloping ground or crosswind take-offs & landings P

——>

2.3

Take-off at maximum take-off mass (actual or si P
mulated maximum take-off mass)

——>

2.4

Take-off with simulated engine failure shortly be P
fore reaching TDP or DPATO

——>

M

2.4.1

Take-off with simulated engine failure shortly after P
reaching TDP or DPATO

——>

M

2.5

Climbing and descending turns to specified head P
ings

——>

M

2.5.1

Turns with 30° bank, 180° to 360° left and right, P
by sole reference to instruments

——>

M

2.6

Autorotative descent

P

——>

M

2.6.1

For single-engine helicopters (SEH) autorotative P
landing or for multi-engine helicopters (MEH)
power recovery

——>

M

2.7

Landings, various profiles

P

——>

M

2.7.1

Go-around or landing following simulated engine P
failure before LDP or DPBL

——>

M

2.7.2

Landing following simulated engine failure after P
LDP or DPBL

——>

M

Examiner
initials when
test
completed
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

H

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Checked in
FSTD or H

Examiner
initials when
test
completed

SECTION 3 — Normal and abnormal operations of the following systems and procedures

3

Normal and abnormal operations of the following
systems and procedures:

3.1

Engine

P

——>

3.2

Air conditioning (heating, ventilation)

P

——>

3.3

Pitot/static system

P

——>

3.4

Fuel system

P

——>

3.5

Electrical system

P

——>

3.6

Hydraulic system

P

——>

3.7

Flight control and trim system

P

——>

3.8

Anti-icing and de-icing system

P

——>

3.9

Autopilot/flight director

P

—>

3.10

Stability augmentation devices

P

——>

3.11

Weather radar, radio altimeter, transponder

P

——>

3.12

Area navigation system

P

——>

3.13

Landing gear system

P

———>

3.14

APU

P

——>

3.15

Radio, navigation equipment, instruments and FMS P

——>

M

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from this
section

M

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from this
section

SECTION 4 — Abnormal and emergency procedures

4

Abnormal and emergency procedures

4.1

Fire drills (including evacuation if applicable)

P

——>

4.2

Smoke control and removal

P

——>

4.3

Engine failures, shutdown and restart at a safe P
height

——>

4.4

Fuel dumping (simulated)

——>

P
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

H

4.5

Tail rotor control failure (if applicable)

P

——>

4.5.1

Tail rotor loss (if applicable)

P

A helicopter
shall not be
used for this
exercise

4.6

Incapacitation of crew member — MPH only

P

——>

4.7

Transmission malfunctions

P

——>

4.8

Other emergency procedures as outlined in the ap P
propriate flight manual

——>

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Checked in
FSTD or H

SECTION 5 — Instrument flight procedures (to be performed in IMC or simulated IMC)

5.1

Instrument take-off: transition to instrument flight P*
is required as soon as possible after becoming air
borne

——>*

5.1.1

Simulated engine failure during departure

P*

——>*

M*

5.2

Adherence to departure and arrival routes and P*
ATC instructions

——>*

M*

5.3

Holding procedures

P*

——>*

5.4

3D operations to DH/A of 200 ft (60 m) or to P*
higher minima if required by the approach proce
dure

——>*

5.4.1

Manually, without flight director.

P*

——>*

M*

M*

Note: According to the AFM, RNP APCH proce
dures may require the use of autopilot or flight di
rector. The procedure to be flown manually shall
be chosen taken into account such limitations (for
example, choose an ILS for 5.4.1 in the case of
such AFM limitation).
5.4.2

Manually, with flight director

P*

——>*

5.4.3

With coupled autopilot

P*

——>*

5.4.4

Manually, with one engine simulated inoperative; P*
engine failure has to be simulated during final ap
proach before passing 1 000 ft above aerodrome
level until touchdown or until completion of the
missed approach procedure

——>*

M*

5.5

2D operations down to the MDA/H

——>*

M*

P*

Examiner
initials when
test
completed
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures

FSTD

H

Instructor
initials when
training
completed

Checked in
FSTD or H

5.6

Go-around with all engines operating on reaching P*
DA/H or MDA/MDH

——>*

5.6.1

Other missed approach procedures

P*

——>*

5.6.2

Go-around with one engine simulated inoperative P*
on reaching DA/H or MDA/MDH

——>*

M*

5.7

IMC autorotation with power recovery

P*

——>*

M*

5.8

Recovery from unusual attitudes

P*

——>*

M*

P

——>

Examiner
initials when
test
completed

SECTION 6 — Use of optional equipment

6

Use of optional equipment

D. Specific requirements for the powered-lift aircraft category
1.

In the case of skill tests or proficiency checks for powered-lift aircraft type ratings, applicants shall pass Sections 1
to 5 and 6 (as applicable) of the skill test or proficiency check. Failure in more than five items will require
applicants to repeat the entire test or check. Applicants failing not more than five items shall repeat the failed
items. Failure in any item in the case of a retest or a recheck or failure in any other items already passed will require
applicants to repeat the entire test or check. All sections of the skill test or proficiency check shall be completed
within 6 months.
FLIGHT TEST TOLERANCE

2.

Applicants shall demonstrate the ability to:
(a) operate the powered-lift aircraft within its limitations;
(b) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) maintain control of the powered-lift aircraft at all times in such a manner that the successful outcome of
a procedure or manoeuvre is never in doubt;
(f) understand and apply crew coordination and incapacitation procedures; and
(g) communicate effectively with the other crew members.

3.

The following limits shall apply, corrected to make allowance for turbulent conditions and the handling qualities
and performance of the powered-lift aircraft used.
(a) IFR flight limits
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Starting a go-around at decision
height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Minimum descent height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Tracking
On radio aids

± 5°
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half-scale deflection, azimuth and glide path

Heading
Normal operations

± 5°

Abnormal operations/emergencies

± 10°

Speed
Generally

± 10 knots

With simulated engine failure

+ 10 knots/– 5 knots

(b) VFR flight limits:
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Heading
Normal operations

± 5°

Abnormal operations/emergencies

± 10°

Speed
Generally

± 10 knots

With simulated engine failure

+ 10 knots/– 5 knots

Ground drift
T.O. hover I.G.E.

± 3 ft

Landing

± 2 ft (with 0 ft rearward or lateral flight)

CONTENT OF THE TRAINING/SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK

4.

The following symbol means:
P

= Trained as PIC or co-pilot and as PF and PM for the issue of a type rating as applicable

5.

The practical training shall be conducted at least at the training equipment level shown as (P), or may be conducted
up to any higher equipment level shown by the arrow (——>).

6.

The following abbreviations are used to indicate the training equipment used:
FFS =

full-flight simulator

FTD =

flight training device

OTD = other training device
PL =

powered-lift aircraft

(a) Applicants for the skill test for the issue of the powered-lift aircraft type rating shall pass Sections 1 to 5 and, if
applicable, Section 6.
(b) Applicants for the revalidation or renewal of the powered-lift aircraft type rating proficiency check shall pass
Sections 1 to 5 and, if applicable, Section 6 and/or Section 7.
(c) The starred items (*) shall be flown solely by reference to instruments. If this condition is not met during the
skill test or proficiency check, the type rating will be restricted to VFR only.
7.

Where the letter ‘M’ appears in the skill test or proficiency check column, this will indicate a mandatory exercise.

8.

FSTDs shall be used for practical training and testing if they form part of an approved type rating course. The
following considerations will apply to the approval of the course:
(a) the qualification of the FSTDs as set out in the relevant requirements of Annex VI (Part-ARA) and Annex VII
(Part-ORA); and
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(b) the qualifications of the instructor.
POWERED-LIFT AIRCRAFT CATEGORY

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

FTD

FFS

PL

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

SECTION 1 — Preflight preparations and checks

1.1

Powered-lift aircraft exterior visual in
spection;

P

location of each item and purpose of in
spection
1.2

Cockpit inspection

P

——>

——>

——>

1.3

Starting procedures, radio and navigation P
equipment check, selection and setting
of navigation and communication fre
quencies

——>

——>

——>

1.4

Taxiing in compliance with ATC instruc
tions or with instructions of an instruc
tor

P

——>

——>

1.5

Pre-take-off procedures and checks in P
cluding power check

——>

——>

——>

M

P

——>

——>

M

Take-off at maximum take-off mass (ac
tual or simulated maximum take-off
mass)

P

——>

Rejected take-off:

P

——>

M

P

——>

M

Autorotative descent in helicopter mode P
to ground (an aircraft shall not be used
for this exercise)

——>

——>

M

Windmill descent in aeroplane mode (an
aircraft shall not be used for this exer
cise)

P

M

SECTION 2 — Flight manoeuvres and procedures

2.1

Normal VFR take-off profiles:
Runway operations (short take-off and
landing (STOL) and vertical take-off and
landing (VTOL)) including crosswind
Elevated heliports
Ground level heliports

2.2

2.3.1

— during runway operations;
— during elevated heliport operations;
and
— during ground level operations.
2.3.2

Take-off with simulated engine failure
after passing decision point:
during runway operations;
during elevated heliport operations; and
during ground level operations.

2.4

2.4.1

FFS
only
——>

M
FFS
only

Examiner's
initials when
test completed
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Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

2.5

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Normal VFR landing profiles:

FTD

FFS

PL

P

——>

——>

P

——>

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

M

runway operations (STOL and VTOL)
elevated heliports
ground level heliports
2.5.1

Landing with simulated engine failure
after reaching decision point:
— during runway operations;
— during elevated heliport operations;
and
— during ground level operations.

2.6

Go-around or landing following simu
lated engine failure before decision point

M

SECTION 3 — Normal and abnormal operations of the following systems and procedures:

M

3

Normal and abnormal operations of the
following systems and procedures (may
be completed in an FSTD if qualified for
the exercise):

3.1

Engine

P

——>

——>

3.2

Pressurisation and air conditioning (heat P
ing, ventilation)

——>

——>

3.3

Pitot/static system

P

——>

——>

3.4

Fuel system

P

——>

——>

3.5

Electrical system

P

——>

——>

3.6

Hydraulic system

P

——>

——>

3.7

Flight control and trim system

P

——>

——>

3.8

Anti-icing and de-icing system, glare P
shield heating (if fitted)

——>

——>

3.9

Autopilot/flight director

—>

—>

3.10

Stall warning devices or stall avoidance P
devices and stability augmentation de
vices

——>

——>

3.11

Weather radar, radio altimeter, transpon P
der, ground proximity warning system (if
fitted)

——>

——>

P

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from this
section
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

FTD

FFS

3.12

Landing gear system

P

———> ———>

3.13

APU

P

——>

——>

3.14

Radio, navigation equipment, instru P
ments and FMS

——>

——>

3.15

Flap system

——>

——>

P

PL

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

SECTION 4 — Abnormal and emergency procedures

4

Abnormal and emergency procedures

M

(may be completed in an FSTD if quali
fied for the exercise)

4.1

Fire drills, engine, APU, cargo compart P
ment, flight deck and electrical fires in
cluding evacuation if applicable

——>

——>

4.2

Smoke control and removal

P

——>

——>

4.3

Engine failures, shutdown and restart

P

——>

——>

(an aircraft shall not be used for this ex
ercise) including one engine inoperative
conversion from helicopter to aeroplane
modes and vice versa
4.4

Fuel dumping (simulated, if fitted)

4.5

Wind shear at take-off and landing (an
aircraft shall not be used for this exer
cise)

4.6

4.7

FFS
only

P

——>

——>
P

FFS
only

Simulated cabin pressure failure/emer P
gency descent (an aircraft shall not be
used for this exercise)

——>

ACAS event

——>

P

——>

FFS
only

——>

(an aircraft shall not be used for this ex
ercise)

FFS
only

4.8

Incapacitation of crew member

P

——>

——>

4.9

Transmission malfunctions

P

——>

——>

FFS
only

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from this
section
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Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

4.10

4.11

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

FTD

FFS

Recovery from a full stall (power on and P
off) or after activation of stall warning
devices in climb, cruise and approach
configurations (an aircraft shall not be
used for this exercise)

——>

——>

Other emergency procedures as detailed P
in the appropriate flight manual

——>

PL

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

FFS
only

——>

SECTION 5 — Instrument flight procedures (to be performed in IMC or simulated IMC)

5.1

Instrument take-off: transition to instru P*
ment flight is required as soon as poss
ible after becoming airborne

——>*

——>*

5.1.1

Simulated engine failure during depar P*
ture after decision point

——>*

——>*

M*

5.2

Adherence to departure and arrival P*
routes and ATC instructions

——>*

——>*

M*

5.3

Holding procedures

P*

——>*

——>*

5.4

Precision approach down to a decision P*
height not less than 60 m (200 ft)

——>*

——>*

5.4.1

Manually, without flight director

P*

——>*

——>*

5.4.2

Manually, with flight director

P*

——>*

——>*

5.4.3

With use of autopilot

P*

——>*

——>*

5.4.4

Manually, with one engine simulated in P*
operative; engine failure has to be simu
lated during final approach before pas
sing the OM and continued either to
touchdown or until completion of the
missed approach procedure

——>*

——>*

M*

5.5

Non-precision approach down to the P*
MDA/H

——>*

——>*

M*

5.6

Go-around with all engines operating on P*
reaching DA/H or MDA/MDH

——>*

——>*

M* (Skill
test only)

Examiner's
initials when
test completed
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Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

P*

FTD

5.6.1

Other missed approach procedures

5.6.2

Go-around with one engine simulated in P*
operative on reaching DA/H or
MDA/MDH

5.7

IMC autorotation with power recovery P*
to land on runway in helicopter mode
only (an aircraft shall not be used for
this exercise)

——>*

Recovery from unusual attitudes (this P*
one depends on the quality of the FFS)

——>*

5.8

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

——>*

FFS

PL

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

——>*

M*

——>*

M*
FFS only

——>*

M*

SECTION 6 — Additional authorisation on a type rating for instrument approaches down to a decision height of less than 60 m (200 ft) (CAT II/III)

6

Additional authorisation on a type rating
for instrument approaches down to a de
cision height of less than 60 m
(CAT II/III).
The following manoeuvres and proce
dures are the minimum training require
ments to permit instrument ap
proaches down to a DH of less than
60 m (200 ft). During the following in
strument approaches and missed ap
proach procedures, all powered-lift air
craft equipment required for the type
certification of instrument approaches
down to a DH of less than 60 m (200 ft)
shall be used.

6.1

Rejected take-off at minimum authorised
RVR

P

——>

6.2

ILS approaches:

P

——>

in simulated instrument flight conditions
down to the applicable DH, using flight
guidance system. Standard operating
procedures (SOPs) of crew coordination
shall be observed.

M*

——>

M*
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Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

6.3

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Go-around:

FTD

FFS

PL

P

——>

——>

P

——>

P

——>

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in FFS PL

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

M*

after approaches as indicated in 6.2 on
reaching DH. The training shall also in
clude a go-around due to (simulated) in
sufficient RVR, wind shear, aircraft devia
tion in excess of approach limits for
a successful approach, ground/airborne
equipment failure prior to reaching DH,
and go-around with simulated airborne
equipment failure.
6.4

Landing(s):

M*

with visual reference established at DH
following an instrument approach. De
pending on the specific flight guidance
system, an automatic landing shall be
performed.
SECTION 7 — Optional equipment

7

Use of optional equipment

——>

E.

Specific requirements for the airship category

1.

In the case of skill tests or proficiency checks for airship type ratings, applicants shall pass Sections 1 to 5 and 6 (as
applicable) of the skill test or proficiency check. Failure in more than five items will require applicants to repeat the
entire test or check. Applicants failing not more than five items shall take the failed items again. Failure in any item
in the case of a retest or a recheck, or failure in any other items already passed will require applicants to repeat the
entire test or check again. All sections of the skill test or proficiency check shall be completed within 6 months.

FLIGHT TEST TOLERANCE

2.

Applicants shall demonstrate the ability to:
(a) operate the airship within its limitations;
(b) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) maintain control of the airship at all times in such a manner that the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is never in doubt;
(f) understand and apply crew coordination and incapacitation procedures; and
(g) communicate effectively with the other crew members.
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The following limits shall apply, corrected to make allowance for turbulent conditions and the handling qualities
and performance of the airship used.
(a) IFR flight limits:
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Starting a go-around at decision
height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Minimum descent height/altitude

+ 50 ft/– 0 ft

Tracking
On radio aids

± 5°

Precision approach

half-scale deflection, azimuth and glide path

Heading
Normal operations

± 5°

Abnormal operations/emergencies

± 10°

(b) VFR flight limits:
Height
Generally

± 100 ft

Heading
Normal operations

± 5°

Abnormal operations/emergencies

± 10°

CONTENT OF THE TRAINING/SKILL TEST/PROFICIENCY CHECK

4.

The following symbol means:
P

= Trained as PIC or co-pilot and as PF and PM for the issue of a type rating as applicable.

5.

The practical training shall be conducted at least at the training equipment level shown as (P), or may be conducted
up to any higher equipment level shown by the arrow (——>).

6.

The following abbreviations are used to indicate the training equipment used:
FFS =

full-flight simulator

FTD =

flight training device

OTD = other training device
As =

airship

(a) Applicants for the skill test for the issue of the airship shall pass Sections 1 to 5 and, if applicable, Section 6.
(b) Applicants for the revalidation or renewal of the airship type rating proficiency check shall pass Sections 1 to 5
and, if applicable Section 6.
(c) The starred items (*) shall be flown solely by reference to instruments. If this condition is not met during the
skill test or proficiency check, the type rating will be restricted to VFR only.
7.

Where the letter ‘M’ appears in the skill test or proficiency check column, this will indicate a mandatory exercise.

8.

FSTDs shall be used for practical training and testing if they form part of a type rating course. The following
considerations will apply to the course:
(a) the qualification of the FSTDs as set out in the relevant requirements of Annex VI (Part-ARA) and Annex VII
(Part-ORA); and
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(b) the qualifications of the instructor.
AIRSHIP CATEGORY

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

FTD

FFS

As

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in
FFS As

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

SECTION 1 — Preflight preparations and checks

1.1

Preflight inspection

1.2

Cockpit inspection

1.3

Starting procedures, radio and navigation
equipment check, selection and setting
of navigation and communication fre
quencies

1.4

Off-mast procedure and ground man
oeuvring

1.5

Pre-take-off procedures and checks

P
P

P

——>

——>

——>

P

——>

——>

M

P

——>

M

——>

——>

M

——>

SECTION 2 — Flight manoeuvres and procedures

2.1

Normal VFR take-off profile

P

——>

M

2.2

Take-off with simulated engine failure

P

——>

M

2.3

Take-off with heaviness > 0 (Heavy T/O)

P

——>

2.4

Take-off with heaviness < 0 (Light/TO)

P

——>

2.5

Normal climb procedure

P

——>

2.6

Climb to pressure height

P

——>

2.7

Recognising of pressure height

P

——>

2.8

Flight at or close to pressure height

P

——>

2.9

Normal descent and approach

P

——>

2.10

Normal VFR landing profile

P

——>

M

2.11

Landing with heaviness > 0 (Heavy Ldg.)

P

——>

M

2.12

Landing with heaviness < 0 (Light Ldg.)

P

——>

M

M

Intentionally left blank
SECTION 3 — Normal and abnormal operations of the following systems and procedures

3

Normal and abnormal operations of the
following systems and procedures (may
be completed in an FSTD if qualified for
the exercise):

M

A mandatory
minimum of
3 items shall
be selected
from this
section
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

FTD

FFS

As

3.1

Engine

P

——>

——>

——>

3.2

Envelope pressurisation

P

——>

——>

——>

3.3

Pitot/static system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.4

Fuel system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.5

Electrical system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.6

Hydraulic system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.7

Flight control and trim system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.8

Ballonet system

P

——>

——>

——>

3.9

Autopilot/flight director

P

—>

—>

——>

3.10

Stability augmentation devices

P

——>

——>

——>

3.11

Weather radar, radio altimeter, transpon P
der, ground proximity warning system (if
fitted)

——>

——>

——>

3.12

Landing gear system

P

———>

———>

——>

3.13

APU

P

——>

——>

——>

3.14

Radio, navigation equipment, instru P
ments and FMS

——>

——>

——>

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in
FFS As

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

Intentionally left blank
SECTION 4 — Abnormal and emergency procedures

4

Abnormal and emergency procedures

M

(may be completed in an FSTD if quali
fied for the exercise)

4.1

Fire drills, engine, APU, cargo compart P
ment, flight deck and electrical fires, in
cluding evacuation if applicable

——>

——>

——>

4.2

Smoke control and removal

P

——>

——>

——>

4.3

Engine failures, shutdown and restart:

P

——>

——>

——>

in particular phases of flight, inclusive
multiple engine failure

A mandatory
minimum of
three items
shall be
selected from
this section
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

FTD

FFS

As

4.4

Incapacitation of crew member

P

——>

——>

——>

4.5

Transmission/gearbox malfunctions

P

——>

——>

——>

4.6

Other emergency procedures as outlined P
in the appropriate flight manual

——>

——>

——>

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in
FFS As

FFS only

SECTION 5 — Instrument Flight Procedures (to be performed in IMC or simulated IMC)

5.1

Instrument take-off: transition to instru P*
ment flight is required as soon as poss
ible after becoming airborne

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.1.1

Simulated engine failure during depar P*
ture

——>*

——>*

——>*

M*

5.2

Adherence to departure and arrival P*
routes and ATC instructions

——>*

——>*

——>*

M*

5.3

Holding procedures

P*

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.4

Precision approach down to a decision P*
height not less than 60 m (200 ft)

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.4.1

Manually, without flight director

——>*

——>*

——>*

P*

M*
(Skill test
only)

5.4.2

Manually, with flight director

P*

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.4.3

With use of autopilot

P*

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.4.4

Manually, with one engine simulated in P*
operative; engine failure has to be simu
lated during final approach before pas
sing the OM and continued to
touchdown or until completion of the
missed approach procedure

——>*

——>*

——>*

M*

5.5

Non-precision approach down to the P*
MDA/H

——>*

——>*

——>*

M*

5.6

Go-around with all engines operating on P*
reaching DA/H or MDA/MDH

——>*

——>*

——>*

5.6.1

Other missed approach procedures

——>*

——>*

——>*

P*

Examiner's
initials when
test completed
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SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

5.6.2

Go-around with one engine simulated in P*
operative on reaching DA/H or
MDA/MDH

5.7

Recovery from unusual attitudes

P*

FTD

FFS

As

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in
FFS As

Examiner's
initials when
test completed

M*

——>*

——>*

——>*

M*

(this one depends on the quality of the
FFS)

SECTION 6 — Additional authorisation on a type rating for instrument approaches down to a decision height of less than 60 m (200 ft) (CAT II/III)

6

Additional authorisation on a type rating
for instrument approaches down to a de
cision height of less than 60 m (200 ft)
(CAT II/III).
The following manoeuvres and proce
dures are the minimum training require
ments to permit instrument ap
proaches down to a DH of less than
60 m (200 ft). During the following in
strument approaches and missed ap
proach procedures, all airship equipment
required for the type certification of in
strument approaches down to a DH of
less than 60 m (200 ft) shall be used.

6.1

Rejected take-off at minimum authorised
RVR

P

——>

M*

6.2

ILS approaches:

P

——>

M*

P

——>

M*

in simulated instrument flight conditions
down to the applicable DH, using flight
guidance system. SOPs of crew coordina
tion shall be observed.

6.3

Go-around
After approaches as indicated in 6.2 on
reaching DH.
The training shall also include a goaround due to (simulated) insufficient
RVR, wind shear, aircraft deviation in ex
cess of approach limits for a successful
approach, ground/airborne equipment
failure prior to reaching DH and, goaround with simulated airborne equip
ment failure.
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Manoeuvres/procedures
OTD

6.4

Landing(s):

FTD

FFS

P

——>

P

——>’

with visual reference established at DH
following an instrument approach. De
pending on the specific flight guidance
system, an automatic landing shall be
performed
SECTION 7 — Optional equipment

7

Use of optional equipment

SKILL TEST OR PROFI
CIENCY CHECK

PRACTICAL TRAINING

As

Instructor's
initials
when
training
completed

Checked
in
FFS As

M*

Examiner's
initials when
test completed
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COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2018/1975
of 14 December 2018
amending Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 as regards air operations requirements for sailplanes and
electronic flight bags
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2018 on
common rules in the field of civil aviation and establishing a European Union Aviation Safety Agency, and amending
Regulations (EC) No 2111/2005, (EC) No 1008/2008, (EU) No 996/2010, (EU) No 376/2014 and Directives
2014/30/EU and 2014/53/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Regulations (EC)
No 552/2004 and (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council and Council Regulation (EEC)
No 3922/91 (1), and in particular Article 31 thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 (2) establishes the conditions for the safety of several types of air
operations with different categories of aircraft, including sailplane operations.

(2)

Operators involved in the operation of aircraft referred to in points (b)(i) and (ii) of Article 2(1) of Regulation
(EU) 2018/1139 are required to comply with the relevant essential requirements set out in Annex V to that
Regulation.

(3)

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/1976 (3) lays down specific rules for the operation of
sailplanes. From the date of application of that Regulation, such operations should no longer be subject to the
general rules for air operations laid down in Regulation (EU) No 965/2012. However, the rules in respect of
oversight of air operations by the competent authorities of the Member States, set out in Article 3 of Regulation
(EU) No 965/2012 and Annex II thereto, should continue to apply with respect to air operations with sailplanes,
as those requirements are not specific to any particular air operation activity but apply horizontally in respect of
all such activities.

(4)

Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 should therefore be amended accordingly, so as to take account of the new rules
applicable to operations with sailplanes and to clarify which provisions of that Regulation continue applying to
operations with sailplanes.

(5)

Considering the close link between provisions of Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/1976 and provisions of
this Regulation, their date of application should be aligned.

(6)

In 2014, ICAO introduced in Annex 6, Part I and Part III, Section II, provisions for the use of electronic flight
bags for commercial air transport operations. Those provisions contain generic requirements for the use of
electronic flight bags and also a requirement for an operational approval for the use of electronic flight bag
applications used for the safe operation of aircraft. Therefore it is necessary to align Regulation (EU)
No 965/2012 with ICAO provisions by introducing a new rule containing generic requirements for the use of
electronic flight bags for commercial air transport and new provisions supporting an operational approval for
the use of electronic flight bag applications that have a failure condition classified as minor or below.

(7)

In 2014, ICAO also introduced in Annex 6, Part II and Part III, Section III, provisions for the use of electronic
flight bags in general aviation. Those provisions contain generic requirements for the use of electronic flight bags
and also a requirement for Contracting States to establish criteria for the use of electronic flight bag applications
used for the safe operation of aircraft. Therefore it is necessary to align Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 with ICAO
provisions by introducing for non-commercial operations with complex motor-powered aircraft and for

(1) OJ L 212, 22.8.2018, p. 1.
(2) Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 of 5 October 2012 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures
related to air operations pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 296,
25.10.2012, p. 1).
(3) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/1976 of 14 December 2018 laying down detailed rules for the operation of sailplanes
pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 (see page 64 of this Official Journal).
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specialised operations with complex motor-powered aircraft new rules containing generic requirements for the
use of electronic flight bags and requirements for the use of electronic flight bag applications with a failure
condition classified as minor or below. Furthermore, this Regulation amends Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 by
aligning the requirements for portable electronic devices for non-commercial operations with other-than-complex
motor-powered aircraft with the generic ICAO provisions for electronic flight bag equipment.
(8)

The European Union Aviation Safety Agency prepared draft implementing rules related to specific rules for the
operation of sailplanes and submitted them as an opinion (1) to the Commission in accordance with points (b)
and (c) of Article 75(2) and Article 76(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139.

(9)

The European Union Aviation Safety Agency prepared draft implementing rules related to the use of electronic
flight bags and submitted them as an opinion (2) to the Commission in accordance with points (b) and (c) of
Article 75(2) and Article 76(1) Regulation (EU) 2018/1139.

(10)

The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established by
Article 127 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
Amendments to Regulation (EU) No 965/2012
Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 is amended as follows:
(1) Article 1 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 are replaced by the following:
‘1. This Regulation lays down detailed rules for air operations with aeroplanes and helicopters, including
ramp inspections of aircraft of operators under the safety oversight of another State when landed at aerodromes
located in the territory subject to the provisions of the Treaties.
2. This Regulation also lays down detailed rules on the conditions for issuing, maintaining, amending,
limiting, suspending or revoking the certificates of operators of aircraft referred to in points (b)(i) and (ii) of
Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139, except for balloons and sailplanes, engaged in commercial air
transport operation, the privileges and responsibilities of the holders of certificates as well as conditions under
which operations shall be prohibited, limited or subject to certain conditions in the interest of safety;
3. This Regulation also lays down detailed rules on the conditions and procedures for the declaration by
operators engaged in commercial specialised operations of aeroplanes and helicopters or in non-commercial
operation of complex motor-powered aircraft, including non-commercial specialised operations of complex
motor-powered aircraft, of their capability and the availability of the means to discharge the responsibilities
associated with the operation of aircraft, and for the oversight of such operators.’;
(b) paragraph 7 is replaced by the following:
‘7. This Regulation shall not apply to air operations with balloons and sailplanes. However, in respect of such
air operations with balloons, other than tethered gas balloons, and sailplanes, the requirements in respect of
oversight of Article 3 shall apply.’;
(2) Article 2 is amended as follows:
(a) points (1), (1a) and 1(b) are replaced by the following:
‘(1)

“aeroplane” means an engine-driven fixed-wing aircraft heavier than air that is supported in flight by the
dynamic reaction of the air against its wings;

(1a) “helicopter” means a heavier-than-air aircraft supported in flight chiefly by the reactions of the air on one
or more power-driven rotors on substantially vertical axes;
(1b) “balloon” means a manned lighter-than-air aircraft which is not power-driven and sustains flight through
the use of either a lighter-than-air gas or an airborne heater, including gas balloons, hot-air balloons, mixed
balloons and, although power-driven, hot-air airships;’;
(1) Opinion No 07/2017 of the European Aviation Safety Agency of 23 August 2017 for a draft Commission Regulation on the revision of
the operational rules for sailplanes.
(2) Opinion No 10/2017 of the European Aviation Safety Agency of 18 December 2017 for a draft Commission Regulation amending
Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012.
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(b) the following points (1c), (1d) and (1e) are inserted:
‘(1c) “sailplane” means a heavier-than-air aircraft that is supported in flight by the dynamic reaction of the air
against its fixed lifting surfaces, the free flight of which does not depend on an engine;
(1d) “commercial operation” means any operation of an aircraft, in return for remuneration or other valuable
consideration, which is available for the public or, when not made available to the public, which is
performed under a contract between an operator and a customer, where the latter has no control over the
operator;
(1e) “tethered gas balloon” means a gas balloon with a tether system that continuously anchors the balloon to
a fixed point during operation;’;
(c) point (9) is replaced by the following:
‘(9) “introductory flight” means any operation against remuneration or other valuable consideration consisting
of an air tour of short duration for the purpose of attracting new trainees or new members, performed
either by a training organisation referred to in Article 10a of Commission Regulation (EU)
No 1178/2011 (*) or by an organisation created with the aim of promoting aerial sport or leisure aviation;
(*) Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 of 3 November 2011 laying down technical requirements and
administrative procedures related to civil aviation aircrew pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the
European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 311, 25.11.2011, p. 1).’;
(3) Article 5 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:
‘1. Operators shall only operate an aeroplane or a helicopter for the purpose of commercial air transport
(hereinafter “CAT”) operations as specified in Annexes III and IV.’;
(b) in paragraph 2, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) aeroplanes and helicopters used for the transport of dangerous goods (DG);’;
(c) paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 are replaced by the following:
‘4. Operators of other-than-complex motor-powered aeroplanes and helicopters involved in non-commercial
operations, including non-commercial specialised operations, shall operate the aircraft in accordance with the
provisions set out in Annex VII.
5. Training organisations referred to in Article 10a of Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 and having their
principal place of business in a Member State shall, when conducting flight training into, within or out of the
Union, operate:
(a) complex motor-powered aeroplanes and helicopters in accordance with the provisions specified in Annex VI;
(b) other aeroplanes and helicopters in accordance with the provisions specified in Annex VII.
6. Operators shall only operate an aeroplane or a helicopter for the purpose of commercial specialised
operations in accordance with the requirements in Annexes III and VIII.’;
(4) Article 6 is amended as follows:
(a) paragraph 3 is replaced by the following:
‘3. By way of derogation from Article 5 of this Regulation and without prejudice to point (b) of Article 18(2)
of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and to Subpart P of Annex I to Commission Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 (*)
concerning the permit to fly, the following flights shall continue to be operated under the requirements specified
in the national law of the Member State in which the operator has its principal place of business, or, where the
operator has no principal place of business, the place where the operator is established or resides:
(a) flights related to the introduction or modification of aeroplane or helicopter types conducted by design or
production organisations within the scope of their privileges;
(b) flights carrying no passengers or cargo where the aeroplane or helicopter is ferried for refurbishment, repair,
maintenance checks, inspections, delivery, export or similar purposes.
(*) Commission Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 of 3 August 2012 laying down implementing rules for the
airworthiness and environmental certification of aircraft and related products, parts and appliances, as well
as for the certification of design and production organisations (OJ L 224, 21.8.2012, p. 1).’;
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(b) paragraph 4a is amended as follows:
(i) the introductory wording is replaced by the following:
‘4a. By way of derogation from Article 5(1) and (6), the following operations with other-than-complex
motor-powered aeroplanes and helicopters may be conducted in accordance with Annex VII:’;
(ii) point (c) is replaced by the following:
‘(c) introductory flights, parachute dropping, sailplane towing or aerobatic flights performed either by
a training organisation having its principal place of business in a Member State and referred to in
Article 10a of Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011, or by an organisation created with the aim of promoting
aerial sport or leisure aviation, on the condition that the aircraft is operated by the organisation on the
basis of ownership or dry lease, that the flight does not generate profits distributed outside of the
organisation, and that whenever non-members of the organisation are involved, such flights represent
only a marginal activity of the organisation.’;
(5) Article 10 is amended as follows:
(a) in paragraph 1, the paragraph numbering is deleted and the second subparagraph is replaced by the following:
‘It shall apply from 28 October 2012.’;
(b) paragraphs 2 to 6 are deleted.
(6) Annexes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII are amended in accordance with the Annex to this Regulation.
Article 2
Entry into force and application
This Regulation shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the
European Union.
It shall apply from 9 July 2019.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, 14 December 2018.
For the Commission
The President
Jean-Claude JUNCKER
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ANNEX

Annexes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII to Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 are amended as follows:
(1) Annex I is amended as follows:
(a) point (6) is deleted;
(b) point (11a) is deleted;
(c) the following points (42a), (42b) and (42c) are inserted:
‘(42a) “EFB application” means a software application installed on an EFB host platform that provides one or
more specific operational functions which support flight operations;
(42b) “EFB host platform” means the hardware equipment in which the computing capabilities and basic
software reside, including the operating system and the input/output software;
(42c) “EFB system” means the hardware equipment (including any battery, connectivity provisions, input/output
components) and software (including databases and the operating system) needed to support the intended
EFB application(s);’;
(d) the following point (44a) is inserted:
‘(44a) “electronic flight bag (EFB)” means an electronic information system, comprised of equipment and
applications for flight crew, which allows for the storing, updating, displaying and processing of EFB
functions to support flight operations or duties;’;
(e) point (57) is deleted;
(f) the following point (69a) is inserted:
‘(69a) “human–machine interface (HMI)” means a component of certain devices that is capable of handling
human–machine interactions. The interface consists of hardware and software that allow user inputs to be
interpreted and processed by machines or systems that, in turn, provide the required results to the user;’;
(g) point (78a) is replaced by the following:
‘(78a) “minor failure condition” means a failure condition that would not significantly reduce aircraft safety, and
which involves flight crew actions that are well within their capabilities;’;
(h) the following point (78b) is inserted:
‘(78b) “misuse of substances” means the use of one or more psychoactive substances by flight crew, cabin crew
members and other safety-sensitive personnel in a way that:
(a) constitutes a direct hazard to the user or endangers the lives, health or welfare of others; and/or
(b) causes or worsens an occupational, social, mental or physical problem or disorder;’;
(i) the following points (96a) and (96b) are inserted:
‘(96a) “portable EFB” means a portable EFB host platform, used on the flight deck, which is not part of the con
figuration of the certified aircraft;
(96b) “portable electronic device (PED)” means any kind of electronic device, typically but not limited to
consumer electronics, brought on board the aircraft by crew members, passengers, or as part of the
cargo, that is not included in the configuration of the certified aircraft. It includes all equipment that is
able to consume electrical energy. The electrical energy can be provided from internal sources such as
batteries (chargeable or non-rechargeable) or the devices may also be connected to specific aircraft power
sources;’;
(j) the following points (120a) and (120b) are inserted:
‘(120a) “type A EFB application” means an EFB application whose malfunction or misuse has no safety effect;
(120b) “type B EFB application” means an EFB application:
(a) whose malfunction or misuse is classified as minor failure condition or below; and
(b) which neither replaces nor duplicates any system or functionality required by airworthiness
regulations, airspace requirements, or operational rules;’;
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(2) Annex II is amended as follows:
(a) in point ARO.GEN.120, point (d) is replaced by the following:
‘(d) The competent authority shall evaluate all alternative means of compliance proposed by an organisation in
accordance:
(1) with point ORO.GEN.120(b) of Annex III (Part-ORO) to this Regulation;
(2) for balloons with point BOP.ADD.010 of Annex II (Part-BOP) to Commission Regulation (EU)
2018/395 (*); or
(3) for sailplanes with point SAO.DEC.100(c) of Annex II (Part-SAO) to Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) 2018/1976 (**);
by analysing the documentation provided and, if considered necessary, conducting an inspection of the
organisation.
When the competent authority finds that the alternative means of compliance are in accordance with the
Implementing Rules, it shall without undue delay:
(1) notify the applicant that the alternative means of compliance may be implemented and, if applicable,
amend the approval, specialised operation authorisation or certificate of the applicant accordingly; and
(2) notify the Agency of their content, including copies of all relevant documentation;
(3) inform other Member States about alternative means of compliance that were accepted.
(*) Commission Regulation (EU) 2018/395 of 13 March 2018 laying down detailed rules for the operation of
balloons pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council
(OJ L 71, 14.3.2018, p. 10).
(**) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/1976 of 14 December 2018 laying down detailed rules
for the operation of sailplanes pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of
the Council (OJ L 326, 20.12.2018, p. 64).’;
(b) in point ARO.GEN.345, point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) Upon receiving a declaration from an organisation carrying out or intending to carry out activities for which
a declaration is required, the competent authority shall verify that the declaration contains all the
information required:
(1) pursuant to ORO.DEC.100 of Annex III (Part-ORO) to this Regulation;
(2) for balloon operators pursuant to BOP.ADD.100 of Annex II (Part-BOP) to Regulation (EU) 2018/395;
or
(3) for sailplane operators pursuant to SAO.DEC.100 of Annex II (Part-SAO) to Implementing Regulation
(EU) 2018/1976.
After having verified the required information, the competent authority shall acknowledge receipt of the
declaration to the organisation.’;
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’;

(3) Annex III is amended as follows:

(a) in point ORO.GEN.110, point (k) is replaced by the following:

‘(k) Notwithstanding point (j), operators conducting commercial operations with either of the following aircraft
shall ensure that the flight crew has received an appropriate dangerous goods training or briefing, to enable
them to recognise undeclared dangerous goods brought on board by passengers or as cargo:

(1) a single-engined propeller-driven aeroplane having an MCTOM of 5 700 kg or less and an MOPSC of 5
or less, operated in a flight taking off and landing at the same aerodrome or operating site, under VFR
by day;

(2) an other-than-complex motor-powered helicopter, single-engined, with an MOPSC of 5 or less, operated
in a flight taking off and landing at the same aerodrome or operating site, under VFR by day.’;

(b) in point ORO.MLR.101, the introductory wording is replaced by the following:

‘Except for operations with single-engined propeller-driven aeroplanes with an MOPSC of 5 or less or singleengined non-complex helicopters with an MOPSC of 5 or less, taking off and landing at the same aerodrome or
operating site, under VFR by day, the main structure of the OM shall be as follows:’;
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(c) in point ORO.FC.005, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) SECTION 2 specifying additional requirements applicable to commercial air transport operations, with the
exception of commercial air transport operations of passengers conducted under VFR by day, starting and
ending at the same aerodrome or operating site and within a local area specified by the competent authority,
with:
(1) single-engined propeller-driven aeroplanes having an MCTOM of 5 700 kg or less and an MOPSC of 5
or less; or
(2) other-than-complex motor-powered helicopters, single-engined, with an MOPSC of 5 or less.’;
(d) in point ORO.FTL.105, point (13) is replaced by the following:
‘(13) “flight time” means, for aeroplanes, the time between an aircraft first moving from its parking place for the
purpose of taking off until it comes to rest on the designated parking position and all engines or
propellers are shut down.’;
(4) Annex IV is amended as follows:
(a) point CAT.GEN.105 is deleted;
(b) the following point CAT.GEN.MPA.141 is inserted:
‘CAT.GEN.MPA.141 Use of electronic flight bags (EFBs)
(a) Where an EFB is used on board an aircraft, the operator shall ensure that it does not adversely affect the
performance of the aircraft systems or equipment, or the ability of the flight crew member to operate the
aircraft.
(b) The operator shall not use a type B EFB application unless it is approved in accordance with Subpart M of
Annex V (Part-SPA).’;
(c) in Subpart A, Section 2 is deleted;
(d) in Subpart B, Section 2 is deleted;
(e) in point CAT.POL.MAB.105, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) Where mass and balance data and documentation is generated by a computerised mass and balance system,
the operator shall:
(1) verify the integrity of the output data to ensure that the data are within AFM limitations; and
(2) specify the instructions and procedures for its use in its operations manual.’;
(f) in point CAT.POL.MAB.105, point (e) is deleted;
(g) in Subpart C, Section 4 is deleted;
(h) in Subpart D, Section 3 is deleted;
(5) in Annex V, the following Subpart M is inserted:
‘SUBPART M
ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAGS (EFBs)

SPA.EFB.100 Use of electronic flight bags (EFBs) — operational approval
(a) A commercial air transport operator shall only use a type B EFB application if the operator has been granted an
approval by the competent authority for such use.
(b) In order to obtain an operational approval from the competent authority for the use of a type B EFB application,
the operator shall provide evidence that:
(1) a risk assessment related to the use of the EFB device that hosts the application and to the EFB application
and its associated function(s) has been conducted, identifying the associated risks and ensuring that they are
appropriately managed and mitigated;
(2) the human–machine interfaces of the EFB device and the EFB application have been assessed against human
factors principles;
(3) it has established an EFB administration system and that procedures and training requirements for the
administration and use of the EFB device and the EFB application have been established and implemented;
these shall include procedures for:
(i)

operating the EFB;
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(ii) the management of changes to the EFB;
(iii) the management of EFB data;
(iv) EFB maintenance; and
(v) EFB security;
(4) the EFB host platform is suitable for the intended use of the EFB application.
This demonstration shall be specific to the EFB application and the EFB host platform on which the application
is installed.’;
(6) Annex VI is amended as follows:
(a) the following point NCC.GEN.131 is inserted:
‘NCC.GEN.131 Use of electronic flight bags (EFBs)
(a) Where an EFB is used on board an aircraft, the operator shall ensure that it does not adversely affect the
performance of the aircraft systems or equipment, or the ability of the flight crew member to operate the
aircraft.
(b) Prior to using a type B EFB application, the operator shall:
(1) conduct a risk assessment related to the use of the EFB device that hosts the application and to the EFB
application concerned and its associated function(s), identifying the associated risks and ensuring that
they are appropriately managed and mitigated; the risk assessment shall address the risks associated with
the human–machine interface of the EFB device and the EFB application concerned; and
(2) establish an EFB administration system, including procedures and training requirements for the adminis
tration and use of the device and the EFB application.’;
(b) in point NCC.OP.200, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) Notwithstanding point (a), when training flights are conducted by a training organisation referred to in
Article 10a of Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011, such situations may be simulated with student
pilots on board.’;
(7) Annex VII is amended as follows:
(a) point NCO.GEN.102 is deleted;
(b) in point NCO.GEN.103, point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) start and end at the same aerodrome or operating site;’;
(c) in point NCO.GEN.105, point (a)(4)(iii) is replaced by the following:
‘(iii) instruments and equipment required for the execution of that flight are installed in the aircraft and are
operative, unless operation with inoperative equipment is permitted by the minimum equipment list (MEL)
or equivalent document, if applicable, as provided for in points NCO.IDE.A.105 or NCO.IDE.H.105;’;
(d) point NCO.GEN.125 is replaced by the following:
‘NCO.GEN.125 Portable electronic devices
The pilot-in-command shall not permit any person to use a portable electronic device (PED) on board an
aircraft, including an electronic flight bag (EFB), that could adversely affect the performance of the aircraft
systems and equipment or the ability of the flight crew member to operate the aircraft.’;
(e) in point NCO.GEN.135, point (c) is deleted;
(f) in point NCO.OP.120, the title is replaced by the following:
‘NCO.OP.120 Noise abatement procedures — aeroplanes and helicopters’;
(g) point NCO.OP.156 is deleted;
(h) in point NCO.OP.180, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) Notwithstanding (a), when training flights are conducted by a training organisation referred to in
Article 10a of Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011, such situations may be simulated with student
pilots on board.’;
(i) in point NCO.POL.105, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) The weighing shall be accomplished by the manufacturer of the aircraft or by an approved maintenance
organisation.’;
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(j) in point NCO.IDE.A.160, point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) Aeroplanes, except ELA1 aeroplanes, shall be equipped with at least one hand fire extinguisher:
(1) in the flight crew compartment; and
(2) in each passenger compartment that is separate from the flight crew compartment, except if the
compartment is readily accessible to the flight crew.’;
(k) in Subpart D, Section 3 is deleted;
(8) Annex VIII is amended as follows:
(a) in point SPO.GEN.005, point (c)(2) is replaced by the following:
‘(2) parachute dropping, sailplane towing with an aeroplane or aerobatic flights performed either by a training
organisation having its principal place of business in a Member State and being referred to in Article 10a of
Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011, or by an organisation created with the aim of promoting aerial sport or
leisure aviation, on the condition that the aircraft is operated by the organisation on the basis of ownership
or dry lease, that the flight does not generate profits distributed outside of the organisation, and that
whenever non-members of the organisation are involved, such flights represent only a marginal activity of
the organisation.’;
(b) point SPO.GEN.102 is deleted;
(c) in point SPO.GEN.107, point (a)(4)(iii) is replaced by the following:
‘(iii) instruments and equipment required for the execution of that flight are installed in the aircraft and are
operative, unless operation with inoperative equipment is permitted by the minimum equipment list (MEL)
or equivalent document, if applicable, as required in points SPO.IDE.A.105 or SPO.IDE.H.105;’;
(d) the following point SPO.GEN.131 is inserted:
‘SPO.GEN.131 Use of electronic flight bags (EFBs)
(a) Where an EFB is used on board an aircraft, the operator shall ensure that it does not adversely affect the
performance of the aircraft systems or equipment, or the ability of the flight crew member to operate the
aircraft.
(b) Prior to using a type B EFB application, the operator shall:
(1) conduct a risk assessment related to the use of the EFB device that hosts the application, to the EFB
application concerned and its associated function(s), identifying the associated risks and ensuring that
they are appropriately mitigated; the risk assessment shall address the risks associated with the human–
machine interface of the EFB device and the EFB application concerned; and
(2) establish an EFB administration system, including procedures and training requirements for the adminis
tration and use of the EFB device and the EFB application.’;
(e) in point SPO.GEN.140, point (c) is deleted;
(f) in point SPO.POL.105, point (b) is replaced by the following:
‘(b) The weighing shall be accomplished by the manufacturer of the aircraft or by an approved maintenance
organisation.’;
(g) in point SPO.IDE.A.180, point (a) is replaced by the following:
‘(a) Aeroplanes, except ELA1 aeroplanes, shall be equipped with at least one hand fire extinguisher:
(1) in the flight crew compartment; and
(2) in each cabin compartment that is separate from the flight crew compartment, except if the
compartment is readily accessible to the flight crew.’;
(h) in Subpart D, Section 3 is deleted.
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COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2018/1976
of 14 December 2018
laying down detailed rules for the operation of sailplanes pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139
of the European Parliament and of the Council
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2018 on
common rules in the field of civil aviation and establishing a European Union Aviation Safety Agency, and amending
Regulations (EC) No 2111/2005, (EC) No 1008/2008, (EU) No 996/2010, (EU) No 376/2014 and Directives
2014/30/EU and 2014/53/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, and repealing Regulations (EC)
No 552/2004 and (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council and Council Regulation (EEC)
No 3922/91 (1), and in particular Article 31 thereof,
Whereas:
(1)

The Commission is to adopt the necessary implementing rules for establishing the conditions for the safe
operation of sailplanes in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2018/1139, where such aircraft meet the conditions
specified in points (b)(i) and (ii) of Article 2(1) of that Regulation.

(2)

In light of the specific nature of operations with sailplanes, there is a need for dedicated operational rules, laid
down in a self-standing regulation. Those rules should be based on the general rules for air operations laid down
in Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 (2), but they should be restructured and simplified, so as to ensure
that they are proportionate and founded on a risk-based approach, whilst ensuring that sailplane operations are
carried out safely.

(3)

As regards oversight of persons and organisations, the requirements laid down in Article 3 of Regulation (EU)
No 965/2012 and Annex II to that Regulation should continue to apply with respect to air operations with
sailplanes.

(4)

In the interest of safety and with a view to ensuring compliance with the essential requirements laid down in
Annex V to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139, all operators of sailplanes covered by this Regulation, with the
exception of design or production organisations performing certain operations, should be subject to a set of basic
requirements.

(5)

Taking into account the less complex nature and smaller scale of commercial operations with sailplanes as
compared to other forms of commercial aviation and following a risk-based approach, it is appropriate for
commercial operations with sailplanes to only require a prior declaration to the competent authority, as set out
in point (a) of Article 30(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139. This Regulation lays down the detailed rules for
making such declarations.

(6)

Considering the specific nature of certain operations and following a risk-based approach it is appropriate to
exempt certain operations with sailplanes from the requirement of a prior declaration.

(7)

In order to ensure a smooth transition and to give all parties concerned sufficient time to prepare for the
application of that new regime, this Regulation should only apply six months after entry into force.

(8)

The European Union Aviation Safety Agency prepared draft implementing rules and submitted them as an
opinion (3) to the Commission in accordance with points (b) and (c) of Article 75(2) and Article 76(1) of
Regulation (EU) 2018/1139.

(9)

The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of the Committee established by
Article 127 of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139,

(1) OJ L 212, 22.8.2018, p. 1.
(2) Commission Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 of 5 October 2012 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures
related to air operations pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 296,
25.10.2012, p. 1).
(3) Opinion No 07/2017 of the European Aviation Safety Agency of 23 August 2017 for a draft Commission Regulation on the revision of
the operational rules for sailplanes.
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Article 1
Subject matter and scope
This Regulation lays down detailed rules for air operations with sailplanes, where such aircraft meet the conditions laid
down in points (b)(i) and (ii) of Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139.

Article 2
Definitions
For the purpose of this Regulation, the definitions set out in Annex I and the following definitions shall apply:
(1) ‘sailplane’ means a heavier-than-air aircraft that is supported in flight by the dynamic reaction of the air against its
fixed lifting surfaces, the free flight of which does not depend on an engine;
(2) ‘engine’ means a device used or intended to be used for powered sailplane propulsion;
(3) ‘powered sailplane’ means a sailplane equipped with one or more engines having, with engine(s) inoperative, the
characteristics of a sailplane;
(4) ‘commercial operation’ means any operation of a sailplane, in return for remuneration or other valuable considera
tion, which is available for the public or, when not made available to the public, which is performed under
a contract between an operator and a customer, where the latter has no control over the operator;
(5) ‘competition flight’ means any air operation with a sailplane performed for the purposes of participating in air
races or contests, including practising for such operation and flying to and from air races or contests;
(6) ‘flying display’ means any air operation with a sailplane performed for the purposes of providing an exhibition or
entertainment at an advertised event open to the public, including practising for such operation and flying to and
from the advertised event;
(7) ‘introductory flight’ means any air operation with a sailplane against remuneration or other valuable consideration
consisting of an air tour of short duration for the purpose of attracting new trainees or new members, performed
either by a training organisation referred to in Article 10a of Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 (1) or by
an organisation created with the aim of promoting aerial sport or leisure aviation;
(8) ‘aerobatic flight’ means an intentional manoeuvre involving an abrupt change in a sailplane's attitude, an abnormal
attitude or abnormal acceleration, not necessary for normal flight or for instruction for licences, certificates or
ratings other than the aerobatic rating;
(9) ‘principal place of business’ means the head office or registered office of an operator of a sailplane within which
the principal financial functions and operational control of the activities referred to in this Regulation are exercised;
(10) ‘dry lease agreement’ means an agreement between undertakings pursuant to which a sailplane is operated under
the responsibility of the lessee.
Article 3
Air operations
1.

Operators of sailplanes shall operate the sailplanes in accordance with the requirements set out in Annex II.

The first subparagraph shall not apply to design or production organisations which comply with Articles 8 and 9,
respectively, of Commission Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 (2) and which operate the sailplane, within the scope of their
privileges, for the purposes of the introduction or modification of sailplane types.
(1) Commission Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011 of 3 November 2011 laying down technical requirements and administrative procedures
related to civil aviation aircrew pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council (OJ L 311,
25.11.2011, p. 1).
2
( ) Commission Regulation (EU) No 748/2012 of 3 August 2012 laying down implementing rules for the airworthiness and environmental
certification of aircraft and related products, parts and appliances, as well as for the certification of design and production organisations
(OJ L 224, 21.8.2012, p. 1).
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2.
In accordance with point (a) of Article 30(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 operators of sailplanes shall engage in
commercial operations only after having declared to the competent authority their capacity and means to discharge the
responsibilities associated with the operation of the sailplane.
The first subparagraph shall not apply to the following operations with sailplanes:
(a) cost-shared operations, provided that the direct costs of the flight of the sailplane and a proportionate part of the
annual costs incurred for the storage, insurance and maintenance of the sailplane are shared by the individuals on
board;
(b) competition flights or flying displays, provided that the remuneration or any other valuable consideration for such
flights is limited to the recovery of the direct costs of the flight of the sailplane and a proportionate part of the
annual costs incurred for the storage, insurance and maintenance of the sailplane and that any prizes gained do not
exceed the value specified by the competent authority;
(c) introductory flights, flights for the purposes of parachute dropping, sailplane towing or aerobatic flights performed
either by a training organisation having its principal place of business in a Member State and referred to in
Article 10a of Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011, or by an organisation created for the purposes of promoting aerial
sport or leisure aviation, provided that the organisation operates the sailplane on the basis of either ownership or
a dry lease agreement, that the flight does not generate profits distributed outside of the organisation and that such
flights represent only a marginal activity of the organisation;
(d) training flights, performed by a training organisation having its principal place of business in a Member State and
referred to in Article 10a of Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011.
Article 4
Entry into force and application
This Regulation shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the
European Union.
It shall apply from 9 July 2019.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.
Done at Brussels, 14 December 2018.
For the Commission
The President
Jean-Claude JUNCKER
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ANNEX I
DEFINITIONS
[PART-DEF]

For the purpose of Annex II, the following definitions shall apply:
1. ‘acceptable means of compliance (AMC)’ means non-binding standards adopted by the Agency to illustrate means to
establish compliance with Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and its delegated and implementing acts;
2. ‘alternative means of compliance (AltMoC)’ means those means that propose an alternative to an existing AMC or
those that propose new means to establish compliance with Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and its delegated and
implementing acts for which no associated AMC have been adopted by the Agency;
3. ‘pilot-in-command (PIC)’ means the pilot designated as being in command and charged with the safe conduct of the
flight;
4. ‘aircraft flight manual (AFM)’ means the document containing the applicable and approved operating limitations
and information with respect to the sailplane;
5. ‘psychoactive substances’ means alcohol, opioids, cannabinoids, sedatives and hypnotics, cocaine, other psychosti
mulants, hallucinogens, and volatile solvents, with the exception of caffeine and tobacco;
6. ‘critical phases of flight’ means take-off run, take-off flight path, final approach, missed approach, landing, including
landing roll, and any other phases of flight which the pilot-in-command determines as critical for the safe operation
of the sailplane;
7. ‘operating site’ means a site, other than an aerodrome, selected by the pilot-in-command or the operator for landing
or take-off;
8. ‘crew member’ means a person assigned by an operator to perform duties on board the sailplane, when not the
pilot-in-command himself or herself, under the authority of the pilot-in-command;
9. ‘electronic flight bag (EFB)’ means an electronic information system, comprised of equipment and applications for
flight crew, which allows for the storing, updating, displaying and processing of EFB functions to support flight
operations or duties;
10. ‘dangerous goods’ means articles or substances which are capable of posing a risk to health, safety, property or the
environment and which are shown in the list of dangerous goods in the technical instructions or which are
classified according to those instructions;
11. ‘technical instructions’ means the latest effective edition of the ‘Technical instructions for the safe transport of
dangerous goods by air’, including the supplement and any addenda, published by ICAO in document 9284-AN/
905;
12. ‘sailplane specialised operation’ means any operation, which can be commercial or non-commercial, with a sailplane
the main purpose of which is not associated with typical sport and recreational operations, but parachute
operations, news media flights, television or movie flights, flying display or similar specialised activities;
13. ‘night’ means the period between the end of evening civil twilight and the beginning of morning civil twilight. Civil
twilight ends in the evening when the centre of the sun's disc is 6 degrees below the horizon and begins in the
morning when the centre of the sun's disc is 6 degrees below the horizon.
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ANNEX II
SAILPLANE AIR OPERATIONS
[PART-SAO]
SUBPART GEN
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

SAO.GEN.100 Scope
In accordance with Article 3, this Subpart establishes the requirements to be met by any operator of sailplanes, other
than design or production organisations referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 3(1).
SAO.GEN.105 Competent authority
The competent authority shall be the authority designated by the Member State where the operator has its principal
place of business or, where the operator has no principal place of business, the place where the operator is established
or resides. That authority shall be subject to the requirements of Article 3 of Regulation (EU) No 965/2012 in
accordance with Article 1(7) of that Regulation.
SAO.GEN.110 Demonstration of compliance
(a) An operator shall, when so requested by the competent authority which is verifying continued compliance by the
operator in accordance with point ARO.GEN.300(a)(2) of Annex II to Regulation (EU) No 965/2012, demonstrate
compliance with the essential requirements set out in Annex V to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and with the
requirements of this Regulation.
(b) In order to demonstrate such compliance, the operator may refer to the following means:
(1) acceptable means of compliance (AMC);
(2) alternative means of compliance (AltMoC).
SAO.GEN.115 Introductory flights
Introductory flights shall be:
(a) operated under visual flight rules (VFR) by day; and
(b) overseen as regards their safety by a person who has been nominated by the organisation responsible for the
introductory flights.
SAO.GEN.120 Immediate reaction to a safety problem
The operator shall implement:
(a) safety measures mandated by the competent authority in accordance with point (c) of point ARO.GEN.135 of
Annex II to Regulation (EU) No 965/2012; and
(b) airworthiness directives and other mandatory information issued by the Agency in accordance with point (h) of
Article 77(1) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139.
SAO.GEN.125 Designation of the pilot-in-command
The operator shall designate a pilot-in-command who is qualified to act as pilot-in-command in accordance with
Annex I to Regulation (EU) No 1178/2011.
SAO.GEN.130 Responsibilities of the pilot-in-command
The pilot-in-command shall:
(a) be responsible for the safety of the sailplane and of any person on board during sailplane operations;
(b) be responsible for the initiation, continuation or termination of a flight in the interest of safety;
(c) ensure that all applicable operational procedures and checklists are complied with;
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(d) only commence a flight if he or she is satisfied that all operational requirements are complied with, as follows:
(1) the sailplane is airworthy;
(2) the sailplane is duly registered;
(3) instruments and equipment required for the execution of the flight are carried on board the sailplane and are
operative;
(4) the mass of the sailplane and the centre of gravity location are such that the flight can be conducted within the
limits defined by the aircraft flight manual (AFM);
(5) all equipment and baggage are properly loaded and secured, and an emergency evacuation remains possible;
and
(6) the operating limitations of the sailplane, as specified in the AFM, will not be exceeded at any time during the
flight;
(e) ensure that the pre-flight inspection has been carried out as specified in the AFM;
(f)

not perform duties on a sailplane in one of the following situations:
(1) when he or she is incapacitated from performing duties by any cause, including injury, sickness, medication,
fatigue or the effects of any psychoactive substance, or feels otherwise unfit;
(2) if applicable medical requirements are not fulfilled;

(g) refuse carriage of or disembark any person or baggage that may represent a potential hazard to the safety of the
sailplane or any person carried therein;
(h) not allow a person to be carried in the sailplane who appears to be under the influence of psychoactive substances
to the extent that the safety of the sailplane or the persons therein is likely to be endangered;
(i)

ensure that during critical phases of flight or whenever deemed necessary in the interest of safety, all persons on
board are seated and have their safety belt fastened;

(j)

during flight:
(1) keep his or her safety belt fastened; and
(2) remain at the control of the sailplane at all times except if another pilot is taking the controls;

(k) take any action in an emergency situation that requires immediate decision and action which he or she considers
necessary under the circumstances. In such cases, he or she may deviate from rules, operational procedures and
methods to the extent necessary in the interest of safety;
(l)

not continue a flight beyond the nearest weather-permissible aerodrome or operating site, when his or her capacity
to perform his or her duties is significantly reduced because of sickness, fatigue or lack of oxygen or any other
cause;

(m) record utilisation data and all known or suspected defects in the sailplane at the termination of the flight, or series
of flights, in the aircraft technical log or journey log;
(n) notify the safety investigation authority of the State in the territory of which the occurrence took place and the
emergency services of that State without delay by the quickest available means of any accident or serious incident
involving the sailplane;
(o) submit a report of an act of unlawful interference without delay to the competent authority and inform the local
authority designated by the State in the territory of which the unlawful interference took place; and
(p) report to the appropriate air traffic services (ATS) unit, without delay, any hazardous weather or flight conditions
encountered that are likely to affect the safety of other aircraft.
SAO.GEN.135 Responsibilities of crew members
(a) Any crew member shall be responsible for the proper execution of his or her duties in respect of the operation of
the sailplane.
(b) Any crew member shall not perform duties on a sailplane when incapacitated by any cause, including injury,
sickness, medication, fatigue or the effects of any psychoactive substance, or if he or she feels otherwise unfit.
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(c) Any crew member shall report to the pilot-in-command both of the following:
(1) any fault, failure, malfunction or defect, which he or she believes may affect the airworthiness or safe operation
of the sailplane, including emergency systems;
(2) any incident.
SAO.GEN.140 Compliance with laws, regulations and procedures
(a) The pilot-in-command and any other crew member shall comply with the laws, regulations and procedures of those
States where operations are conducted.
(b) The pilot-in-command shall be familiar with the laws, regulations and procedures, pertinent to the performance of
his or her duties, prescribed for the areas to be traversed, the aerodromes or operating sites to be used and the
related air navigation facilities.
SAO.GEN.145 Portable electronic devices
The pilot-in-command shall not permit any person to use a portable electronic device (PED) on board a sailplane,
including an electronic flight bag (EFB), that adversely affects the performance of the sailplane's systems and equipment
or the ability to operate it.
SAO.GEN.150 Dangerous goods
(a) The pilot-in-command shall not permit any person to carry dangerous goods on board.
(b) Reasonable quantities of articles and substances that would otherwise be classified as dangerous goods and that are
used to facilitate flight safety, where carriage on board the sailplane is advisable to ensure their timely availability for
operational purposes, shall be considered authorised.
SAO.GEN.155 Documents, manuals and information to be carried
(a) All of the following documents, manuals and information shall be carried on each flight as originals or copies:
(1) the AFM, or equivalent document(s);
(2) details of the filed ATS flight plan, when required in accordance with Section 4 of the Annex to Commission
Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012 (1);
(3) current and suitable aeronautical charts for the area of the intended flight;
(4) any other documentation that may be pertinent to the flight or is required by the States concerned with the
flight;
(5) procedures and visual signals information for use by intercepting and intercepted aircraft.
(b) In addition, when a declaration is required in accordance with point SAO.DEC.100, a copy of the declaration shall
be carried on each flight.
(c) When not carried on board, all of the following documents, manuals and information shall remain available at the
aerodrome or operating site as originals or copies:
(1) the certificate of registration;
(2) the certificate of airworthiness, including the annexes;
(3) the airworthiness review certificate;
(4) the noise certificate, if a noise certificate has been issued for a powered sailplane;
(5) the aircraft radio licence, where the sailplane is equipped with radio communication equipment in accordance
with point SAO.IDE.130;
(1) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012 of 26 September 2012 laying down the common rules of the air and
operational provisions regarding services and procedures in air navigation and amending Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1035/2011
and Regulations (EC) No 1265/2007, (EC) No 1794/2006, (EC) No 730/2006, (EC) No 1033/2006 and (EU) No 255/2010 (OJ L 281,
13.10.2012, p. 1).
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(6) the third-party liability insurance certificate(s);
(7) the journey log or equivalent.
(d) By derogation from points (a) and (b), the documents, manuals and information specified therein may be retained at
the aerodrome or operating site for flights:
(1) intending to remain within the sight of the aerodrome or operating site; or
(2) remaining within a distance or area determined by the competent authority.
(e) When requested by the competent authority, the pilot-in-command or the operator shall make available to that
authority the original documentation in the time period specified by the authority which shall not be less than
24 hours.
SAO.GEN.160 Journey log
For each flight, or series of flights, particulars of the sailplane, its crew and each journey shall be retained in the form of
a journey log or an equivalent document.
SUBPART OP
OPERATING PROCEDURES

SAO.OP.100 Use of aerodromes and operating sites
The pilot-in-command shall only use aerodromes and operating sites that are adequate for the type of sailplane and
operation concerned.
SAO.OP.105 Noise abatement procedures — powered sailplanes
The pilot-in-command shall take into account operating procedures to minimise the effect of powered sailplane noise,
while ensuring that safety has priority over noise abatement.
SAO.OP.110 Passenger briefing
The pilot-in-command shall ensure that before and, when appropriate, during the flight, the passenger is given
a briefing on normal, abnormal and emergency procedures.
SAO.OP.115 Carriage of special categories of passengers
The pilot-in-command shall ensure that persons requiring special conditions, assistance or devices when carried on
board a sailplane are carried under conditions that ensure the safety of the sailplane and of any person or property
carried therein.
SAO.OP.120 Flight preparation
Before commencing a flight, the pilot-in-command shall ensure all of the following:
(a) the facilities required for the safe operation of the sailplane are adequate for the type of operation under which the
flight is to be conducted;
(b) that the meteorological conditions will allow the flight to be completed safely;
(c) in the case of a powered sailplane and when the engine is intended to be used, the quantity of fuel or other energy is
sufficient to allow the flight to be completed safely.
SAO.OP.125 Refuelling and recharging or replacing of batteries with persons on board — powered sailplanes
When a passenger is on board a powered sailplane:
(a) the sailplane shall not be refuelled; and
(b) the batteries used for propulsion shall not be recharged or replaced.
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SAO.OP.130 Smoking on board
No person shall smoke on board a sailplane during any phase of flight.
SAO.OP.135 Meteorological conditions
The pilot-in-command shall only commence or continue a flight if the latest available meteorological information
indicates that a safe landing option remains available.
SAO.OP.140 Ice and other contaminants — ground procedures
The pilot-in-command shall only commence take-off if the sailplane is clear of any deposit that might adversely affect
the performance or controllability of the sailplane, except when permitted in the AFM.
SAO.OP.145 In-flight fuel or other energy management — powered sailplanes
For powered sailplanes, the pilot-in-command shall check at regular intervals during the flight that the amount of usable
fuel or other energy available is not less than that needed to ensure a safe landing.
SAO.OP.150 Use of supplemental oxygen
The pilot-in-command shall ensure that all persons on board use supplemental oxygen whenever he or she determines
that, at the altitude of the intended flight, lack of oxygen might result in impairment of their faculties or harmfully affect
them.
SAO.OP.155 Sailplane specialised operations
(a) Before commencing a sailplane specialised operation or a series thereof, the pilot-in-command shall conduct a risk
assessment, assessing the complexity of the activity in order to determine the hazards and associated risks of the
intended operation and establish mitigating measures where necessary.
(b) A sailplane specialised operation shall be performed in accordance with a checklist. The pilot-in-command shall
establish that checklist and ensure that it is appropriate to the specialised activity and sailplane used, based on the
risk assessment and taking account of all requirements set out in this Annex. The checklist shall be readily accessible
on each flight to the pilot-in-command and any other crew member, where it is relevant for the performance of
their duties.
(c) The pilot-in-command shall regularly review and update the checklist where necessary in order to adequately take
account of the risk assessment.
SUBPART POL
PERFORMANCE AND OPERATING LIMITATIONS

SAO.POL.100 Weighing
(a) The weighing of the sailplane shall be accomplished by the manufacturer of the sailplane or in accordance with
Annex I to Commission Regulation (EU) No 1321/2014 (1).
(b) The operator shall ensure that the mass of the sailplane has been established by actual weighing prior to its initial
entry into service. The accumulated effects of modifications and repairs on the mass shall be accounted for and
properly documented. Such information shall be made available to the pilot-in-command. The sailplane shall be
reweighed if the effects of modifications or repairs on the mass are not known.
SAO.POL.105 Performance — general
The pilot-in-command shall only operate the sailplane if the performance of the sailplane is adequate to comply with
the requirements set out in the Annex to Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012 and any other restrictions
applicable to the flight, the airspace, aerodromes or operating sites used, ensuring that any charts or maps used are the
latest available edition.
(1) Commission Regulation (EU) No 1321/2014 of 26 November 2014 on the continuing airworthiness of aircraft and aeronautical
products, parts and appliances, and on the approval of organisations and personnel involved in these tasks (OJ L 362, 17.12.2014, p. 1).
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SUBPART IDE
INSTRUMENTS, DATA AND EQUIPMENT

SAO.IDE.100 Instruments and equipment — general
(a) Instruments and equipment required by this Subpart shall be approved in accordance with Annex I to Regulation
(EU) No 748/2012 or, when registered in a third country, with the airworthiness requirements of the state of
registry, if one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
(1) they are used by the flight crew to control the flight path;
(2) they are used to comply with points SAO.IDE.130 or SAO.IDE.135;
(3) they are permanently installed in the sailplane.
(b) By way of derogation from point (a), all of the following instruments or equipment, when required by this Subpart,
shall not need an approval:
(1) independent portable lights;
(2) an accurate timepiece;
(3) survival and signalling equipment.
(c) Instruments and equipment shall be readily operable or accessible from the station where either the pilot-incommand or any other crew member, who needs to use them, is seated.
SAO.IDE.105 Flight and navigational instruments
(a) Sailplanes shall be equipped with a means of measuring and displaying all of the following:
(1) time in hours and minutes;
(2) pressure altitude;
(3) indicated airspeed;
(4) in the case of powered sailplanes, magnetic heading.
(b) In addition to (a), when operating in conditions where the sailplane cannot be maintained on a desired flight path
without reference to one or more additional instruments, when conducting cloud flying or when operating at night,
sailplanes shall be equipped with means of measuring and displaying all of the following:
(1) vertical speed;
(2) attitude or turn and slip;
(3) magnetic heading.
SAO.IDE.110 Operating lights
Sailplanes operated at night shall be equipped with all of the following:
(a) an anti-collision light system;
(b) navigation/position lights;
(c) a landing light;
(d) lighting supplied from the sailplane's electrical system to provide adequate illumination for all instruments and
equipment essential to the safe operation of the sailplane;
(e) an independent portable light for the pilot-in-command and any other crew member station.
SAO.IDE.115 Supplemental oxygen
Sailplanes operated, when an oxygen supply is required in accordance with point SAO.OP.150, shall be equipped with
oxygen storage and dispensing apparatus capable of storing and dispensing the required oxygen supplies.
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SAO.IDE.120 Life-saving and signalling equipment — flights over water
The pilot-in-command of a sailplane operated over water shall determine, before commencing the flight, the risks to
survival of any person carried in the sailplane in the event of ditching. In light of those risks, he or she shall determine
whether there is a need to carry life-saving and signalling equipment.
SAO.IDE.125 Life-saving and signalling equipment — search and rescue difficulties
Sailplanes operated over areas in which search and rescue (SAR) would be especially difficult shall be equipped with
such life-saving and signalling equipment as appropriate to the area overflown.
SAO.IDE.130 Radio communication equipment
Sailplanes shall have radio communication equipment to allow for the communication required in accordance with
Appendix 4 to the Annex to Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012, and, if the flight takes place in the airspace
of a third country, the law of that third country.
SAO.IDE.135 Transponder
Sailplanes shall have a secondary surveillance radar (SSR) transponder with all the capabilities required in accordance
with point (b) of point SERA.6005 of the Annex to Implementing Regulation (EU) No 923/2012, and, if the flight takes
places in airspace of a third country, the law of that third country.
SUBPART DEC
DECLARATION

SAO.DEC.100 Declaration
(a) In the declaration referred to in Article 3(2), the operator shall confirm that it complies and will continue to comply
with the essential requirements set out in Annex V to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and with the requirements of this
Regulation.
(b) The operator shall include in the declaration all of the following information:
(1) the name of the operator;
(2) the place where the operator has its principal place of business;
(3) the contact details of the operator;
(4) the starting date of the operation and, where relevant, the date at which the change to an existing declaration
takes effect;
(5) in respect of all sailplanes used for the commercial operation, the sailplane type, registration, main base, type of
operation and continuing airworthiness management organisation.
(c) The operator shall, when making the declaration, notify to the competent authority the list of AltMoC to
demonstrate compliance when so requested in accordance with point SAO.GEN.110. That list shall contain
references to the associated AMC.
(d) When making the declaration, the operator shall use the form contained in the Appendix to this Annex.
SAO.DEC.105 Changes to the declaration and cessation of commercial operations
(a) Without delay the operator shall notify to the competent authority any changes in circumstances affecting its
compliance with the essential requirements set out in Annex V to Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 and with the
requirements of this Regulation, as declared to the competent authority, and of any changes in respect of the
information referred to in point SAO.DEC.100(b) and the list of AltMoC referred to in point SAO.DEC.100(c), as
included in or annexed to the declaration.
(b) Without delay the operator shall notify the competent authority that it is no longer engaged in commercial
operations with sailplanes.
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